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ABSTRACT
The objective of this project is to improve the performance of the Gnutella peer-to-peer
protocol (version 0.4) by introducing a semantic-social routing model and several
categories of interest. The Gnutella protocol requires peers to broadcast messages to
their neighbours when they search files. The message passing generates a lot of traffic in
the network, which degrades the quality of service. We propose using social networks to
optimize the speed of search and to improve the quality of service in a Gnutella based
peer-to-peer environment. Each peer creates and updates a “friends list” from its past
experience, for each category of interest. Once peers generate their friends lists, they use
these lists to semantically route queries in the network. Search messages in a given
category are mainly sent to “friends” who have been useful in the past in finding files in
the same category. This helps to reduce the search time and to decrease the network
traffic by minimizing the number of messages circulating in the system as compared to
standard Gnutella. This project will demonstrate by simulating a peer-to-peer type of
environment with the JADE multi-agent system platform that by learning other peers’
interests, building and exploiting their social networks (friends lists) to route queries
semantically, peers can get more relevant resources faster and with less traffic
generated, i.e. that the performance of the Gnutella system can be improved.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The research area of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems is fairly new in the field of distributed
computing. P2P systems are typically decentralized, distributed and anonymous
systems. In contrast to client-server applications, there are no dedicated servers and
clients in a P2P system. In a client-server application, clients issue requests and the
server provides the client with the appropriate service. In contrast, each node in a P2P
system can take the role of both a server and of a client. Nodes in P2P systems are also
called servents, a combination from server and client. Each node shares some of its
resources with other peers, and it can use the shared resources of its peers. Current P2P
systems are used to share resources like storage space, CPU power and data files. The
data files shared are in domains such as music, academic / research communities and
computation systems. Some examples of P2P systems are Napster, KaZaA,
SETI@HOME, FreeNet and MojoNation.
One common protocol for file-sharing P2P applications is Gnutella 0.4 (Krishnamurthy
et al., 2001) (Sripanidkulchai, 2001). A querying peer sends a query to all of its
neighbour peers, who in turn send the query to all of their neighbour peers, and this
spreading broadcast continues until the query reaches a peer that has a file that matches
the query, or until a certain predefined maximal number of forwards is reached. If a peer
is reached, it sends back a reply containing its address, the size of the file, speed of
transfer, etc. The reply traverses the same path as the query but in reverse order back to
the querying peer. In this way each query is propagated to up to np other peers (some
peers may get the same message twice), where n is the number of neighbour peers and p
is the maximum number of forwards called “time to live” (or TTL) of the query. This
passing of messages generates much traffic in the network, often leading to congestion
1

and slow responses. Thus, the quality of service becomes poor, since the responses to
queries are delayed.
Peers in the P2P system interact with each other to find resources. If they can remember
which peers generated good responses for different types of queries, they can use this
knowledge to forward future queries of this type to those peers, and not to just a set of
random neighbours. This is similar to the way people use their knowledge from previous
interactions with other people to form social networks. Research studies in sociology
and in the area of social networks have found that social networks help in finding and
dissipating information quickly and efficiently.
We propose a query routing approach based on social networks and the semantics of
queries to alleviate the performance problems caused by the flooding algorithm in
Gnutella systems. This approach introduces the concept of friends lists (lists of peers
that have been shown to be useful) in different semantic areas so that queries can be
routed semantically to these peers. Using friends lists potentially helps in reducing
search time and decreasing traffic by minimizing the number of messages circulating in
the system as compared to standard Gnutella.
The goal of the thesis is to demonstrate that by learning the other peers’ interests,
building and exploiting their social networks (friends lists) to route queries semantically,
peers can get more relevant resources faster and with less traffic generated, i.e. the
performance of the Gnutella 0.4 system can be improved. The thesis also investigates
what conditions bring the greatest improvement. Methods of theoretical analysis and
simulation are used. The potential contribution of the thesis is a modified protocol and a
node architecture that allows reducing search time and decreasing traffic in the Gnutella
0.4 system.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the areas of peer-topeer file-sharing applications, focussing on Gnutella-based systems. It discusses other
approaches to improving the performance of Gnutella and gives a brief overview of the
area of social networks. The conceptual design of our social-semantic approach is
2

explained in chapter 3 and the design of the experimental model is described in chapter
4. Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results and Chapter 6 gives future directions and
conclusion.

3

CHAPTER 2
Literature Survey
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems are usually defined as distributed systems where peers or
entities share computer resources and services by direct interaction among themselves
(Milojicic et al., 2002). Unlike in client-server distributed systems, there is typically no
central server in P2P systems. Client-server systems are defined as a single or small
number of servers connected to many clients. Clients issue requests and the server
provides the client with the appropriate service. In P2P systems, in contrast, the
individual nodes can be both clients and servers, i.e., the node issues requests and also
provide services and/or resources. The resources that the peers share in the P2P systems
could be files, CPU power, and disk space. In client-server systems, the server needs to
be maintained so that the system works efficiently. This involves cost and resources, for
example, a system administrator to look after the server. The system can be scaled, in
regards to how many nodes can connect to the server, only to a certain limit depending
on the memory, CPU power and storage of the server. In P2P systems, since there is no
central server, no maintenance is required for the system to work and thus there is no
cost for up-keeping. This system has no limit on the number of nodes it can handle. An
example of a P2P system is the e-mail system. E-mail is autonomous, robust and
distributed. Sharing music and movies files is currently the area were most P2P
networks have grown. Efficient file-search is the key to achieve success in such
networks. The next section explains how search is performed in several popular P2P
systems.

2.1 Review of the Area of File-sharing Peer-To-Peer Networks
P2P systems are robust, anonymous, flexible and self-organized systems
(Milojicic et al., 2002). P2P can be classified as resource sharing systems and P2P
4

computing platforms (Milojicic et al., 2002). Resource sharing focuses on sharing data,
hard drives and files. Even though the area of sharing computing cycles is promising, we
will not discuss these approaches but will focus on file-sharing P2P systems.
File sharing systems are classified as Centralized P2P, Pure Distributed P2P, SemiCentralized P2P and document routing systems. Some of the most popular P2P systems
in these categories are Napster, Gnutella, FreeNet, KaZaA, and Limewire. Examples of
P2P systems that share computing resources are SETI@HOME and Avaki. There are
two main types of P2P file-sharing architectures: centralized and decentralized. In
addition, there are hybrid architectures and document-routing architectures. These are
presented below along with characteristic example systems.

2.1.1 Centralized P2P System: Napster
Napster (Napster, 2001) is a P2P system used mainly for music file sharing. It has a
central server that keeps track of all the peers in the system. When a peer joins the
network it advertises to the server the files it is sharing with other peers. Thus, the server
has information about all the peers and their files and maintains a centralized directory
of the shared files. Requests for files are sent to the server. The server looks up in its
directory the peer who has the file and sends the peer’s address to the querying peer.
The peers in the system can specify certain peers that they prefer to contact; for example
a peer can specify that only those peers with certain bandwidth B be returned. The server
takes the preferences into consideration before sending a list of peers’ addresses to the
querying peer. The querying peer then contacts any or all of the peers from the list. A
file transfer takes place between them if both of them are in agreement, for example if
the bandwidth is agreeable. The search is very fast since the central server has all the
information about the peers. The server thus only sends the addresses of the peers that
have the file. File transfer takes place without the server participating. As the files are
stored and transferred between peers, it is a P2P system. Fig. 2.1 shows the centralized
model of Napster.
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Figure 2.1: Napster’s centralized model
Despite their excellent performance all centralized systems are plagued by the “single
point of failure” problem. One type of such problem is a bottleneck at the server. Since
the actual file transfer does not involve the server, a bottleneck happens only when there
are too many peers querying the system and the server is looking up its directory. The
second type of “central point of failure” problem is that there is no anonymity in the
system. The server holds all the peers’ ids (IP address) and an index of their shared files
in its directory. Since music copying is illegal under the copyright law, one could track
the peers involved in sharing and downloading music files by spoofing the server.
Therefore, it was possible to sue Napster for providing the service through the server; as
a result of the lawsuit, Napster was forced to shut down in 2001.

2.1.2 Fully Decentralized P2P System: Gnutella
Gnutella (version 0.4) (Gnutella, 2001) is a protocol for completely decentralized P2P
systems. Most of the file-sharing systems adopting Gnutella, e.g. Limewire and KaZaa,
are also music sharing systems. Gnutella uses a broadcast protocol to search for files in
the system. A peer has to know at least one other Gnutella peer to send requests to,
there is no central server or peer that can provide an index with peer addresses. When a
peer enters the network, it contacts a designated peer (the addresses of some designated
Gnutella peers are published on a website) and receives a list of other peers that have
6

recently entered the network. It is important to note that a designated peer does not
maintain an index of all peers and / or their files, but only a list of some recently
activated peers within a certain time-framework. A certain number of these peers
(usually 7) become the neighbourhood of the new peer entering the network. When the
peer needs to send a query, it sends it to its neighbourhood. If those peers do not have
the file, they in turn forward the request to their neighbourhoods. Fig. 2 depicts a
simplified interaction of peers in the network. The different lines in the figure show the
different stages of query propagation. In Fig. 2.2, Query peer P1, in the top, initiates the
query and sends it to P2, P3, P4 and P6. P2 forwards the query to P7, P8 and P9. And so
on.
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Figure 2.2: Gnutella’s decentralized model
Thus, it can be seen that a single query generates an exponential number of messages in
the system. To limit the number of messages going through the system, the protocol puts
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a limit on the depth to which a query can be propagated, or the number of hops the
query is forwarded, a parameter called “Time To Live” (TTL). The TTL of a query is
decremented with each forwarding and as soon as the TTL expires, the query is no
longer forwarded. Replies satisfying the query are sent back to the originator along the
same path that was traveled by the query. This ensures anonymity since no single peer
knows who requested and who responded to a particular query. At any time only queries
and replies are circulating in the system.
Gnutella is a robust protocol since the failure of any peer in the network does not affect
the system. However, Gnutella leads to a lot of traffic. As a consequence the responses
are slow and not guaranteed, which leads sometimes to poor quality of service. Even if a
file exists in the system some peers may not be able to find it, because the TTL restricts
the maximum number of hops along each path. Also, there is no way of knowing if a file
exists in the system since there is no directory of the shared files in the network.

2.1.3 Semi-Centralized P2P: KaZaA
KaZaA (KaZaA, 2002) is a Gnutella-based file-sharing application, which is currently
one of the most popular file-swapping P2P applications. KaZaA uses a newer version of
Gnutella using the notion of “Super” Peers, known as SuperNodes (Yang et al., 2003).
Peers self-define as SuperNodes and maintain an index of the files shared by the peers
connected to them. When a peer connects to a SuperNode, it sends a list of all the files it
shares. Querying peers send requests for files to the SuperNodes. The SuperNode checks
its index for the file requested and sends the addresses of peers found to be sharing that
file. If no match is found it forwards the request to other SuperNodes in the system.
Thus traffic and latency is reduced. But there is still the problem of bottlenecks and
servers failures. Also SuperNodes compromise to a certain extent the anonymity of the
Gnutella protocol, since a malicious peer may volunteer as a SuperNode so that it can
retrieve the IP address and shared files of the peers that are connected to it.

8

2.1.4 Document Routing: FreeNet
FreeNet (FreeNet, 2001) is an example of a document routing system. It is a
decentralized file sharing system in which the anonymity of the peers is maintained. If
the files exist in the system, they are located faster than in Gnutella. All peers in the
network have peer-ids and have to contribute some disk space to the network so that
files can be stored there. When a peer wants to store and share a file in the network, the
file is given an id computed from the name of the file and its description using a hash
function. The file, along with the file-id is propagated through the system. The file is
routed in the network and stored in the space contributed by the peer whose peer-id is
the closest to the id of the file being stored. Thus, files with similar or close ids are
clustered together in the network. Likewise when a query for a file is issued, the request
is forwarded to the peer whose id is closest to the file-id being searched. In this way the
peers do not know what files they are storing and no peer knows where exactly their
shared files are stored; therefore this system ensures full anonymity. Just like in the
Gnutella protocol, at least one peer in the network has to be known to a new peer so that
a query can be forwarded in the network. As in Gnutella, a few persistent peers in the
network are published on the FreeNet website. From the system design it can be seen
that searches are faster since the peers send their request directly to the peer whose id
matches closely the querying file-id. When a result of the query is found, the file is sent
through the query path and the file-id is stored in a local routing table. Subsequent
queries are first checked in the routing table and the query is routed to the peer closest to
that of the file-id. One problem in this system is that file storage is not persistent. Peers
contribute storage space from their resources. If a peer reaches its full capacity and a file
has to be stored at that location, then the system uses the Least Recently Used (LRU)
method to delete files and store the new one. There is a high probability that files not
frequently requested will be dropped from the system; therefore if all peers aren’t ready
to contribute a lot of storage space, the system will have to reduce the diversity of files
and users have no control and are not informed about what is being deleted. Also if a
peer is not online then the files stored in the disk space of that peer disappear, i.e., they
are not available for search by other peers. Another constraint is that in order to search,
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the user has to know the exact file name or the keywords that were used when the file-id
was generated.
Chord (Stoica et al., 2001), CAN (Ratnasamy et al., 2001) and Pastry (Rowstron et al.,
2001) are some other research systems implemented for document routing (Aberer et al.,
2002). These systems differ only in the way documents are inserted and in the
information peers maintain in the system so that search can be done efficiently. Pastry is
one of the more popular systems, and it is presented below.
Pastry (Rowstron et al., 2001) is an object routing and location overlay network. In this
network each node maintains a ‘routing table’, ‘neighbourhood set’ and ‘leaf set’ that
are used to store the addresses of neighbouring nodes. Each node in the Pastry network
is assigned a unique 128-bit random node-Id. A 128-bit key accompanies each message.
This key is used to route the messages through the network. When a query arrives at a
node, that node sends the message to the node whose node-Id seems closer to the key.
Thus files are inserted at the node with the closest node-Id and also replicated in the
nodes with closer node-Id. Similarly files are also retrieved by routing messages to the
node with the closest node-Id as of the key. Thus if a node fails, the files are not lost
unless all the neighboring nodes, i.e., nodes with closer node-Id, fail simultaneously.
Thus the system is more robust in comparison with FreeNet. However, as in FreeNet, to
locate a file the exact key must be known and an arbitrary string is not sufficient.

2.1.5 Summary
P2P systems like Napster, Gnutella and FreeNet have been successful but there are some
common problems with all three systems. Napster provides good speed for searching
and retrieving music files but it is based on a centralized model and peers could be
tracked easily. Due to the centralization approach Napster eventually got shut down. The
Gnutella protocol is completely decentralized, but due to its flooding search algorithm,
systems using Gnutella have performance problems, like huge network traffic, slower
response and congestion. Using a routing-based algorithm, as in FreeNet, imposes
limitations on users; they have to know the exact file-ids of the files they are searching
10

for. Exact keywords (Tang et al., 2002) or identifiers’ (FreeNet, 2001) are required to
search in such systems.
Gnutella is a dynamic and self-configuring system (Jovanovic, 2001). Of all discussed
architectures, standard Gnutella imposes the least number of constraints. For example,
the peers that make up the system can differ in their operating systems, disk space for
shared files, memory allocated to the servent and in their connection bandwidth.
Standard Gnutella does not impose any specific topology for the network, for example
star, tree or graph topology. In contrast, document routing models, have a hierarchical
topology and need a uniform hashing function for both queries and documents. Also,
Gnutella requires no special information, like the naming keys or identifiers, to be
assigned to files or used for search by peers. Usually the users do not have complete
knowledge of the document or file they are searching for and hence the methods
described in CAN, Chord etc. are not suitable for searching new documents, while in
contrast Gnutella allows for searching unknown files with names that match only
partially the user query.
For all the above mentioned reasons, standard Gnutella was chosen for this thesis as a
powerful and least restrictive P2P file-sharing architecture. The rest of the thesis focuses
on improving the performance of Gnutella.

2.2 Optimizing the Performance of Gnutella Networks
A brief description of the protocol messages used in the Gnutella system is listed below
(Gnutella, 2003).
1) Ping: This message is used to actively discover nodes on the network. A
node that receives this message generally responds with a Pong message.
2) Pong: This message is sent in response to a Ping message from a node. The
message generally includes the address and the port number of the node.
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Additionally, information about the amount of data it shares is also sent.
3) Query: This is the main message used for searching the network. Generally, a
node that receives this message responds with a QueryHit message if a
match is found in its local resources.
4) QueryHit: This message is sent in response to Query message if a match is found
in its local resources. It sends information on how to obtain the
requested file.
5) Push: This mechanism allows a node behind a firewall to contribute file-based
data to the network.

2.2.1 Messages Contributing to Traffic in Gnutella
A study (Vaucher et al., 2002) showed that traffic in the Gnutella system is mainly due
to messages for initial connections and queries. From the table below it can be seen that
the pong messages and query messages were the majority of messages circulating in the
Gnutella system.

Table 2.1. Message Type Distribution (Vaucher et al., 2002)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Experiment C
Experiment E
Experiment F
(Nov. 28th, 2001)
(Jan. 4th, 2002)
(Dec. 18th, 2001)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Messages received 36,797,372
278,871
5,965,273
_______________________________________________________________________
Pings
9%
11%
9%
Pongs
57%
26%
72%
Queries
30%
57%
15%
Replies
4%
5%
4%
_______________________________________________________________________
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Ripeanu (Ripeanu, 2001) reported that, after some changes to the Gnutella system, the
traffic generated in Gnutella now consists of 92% Query messages, 8% Ping messages
and the rest other messages.
Markatos (2002) in another study reports data from three clients, in three different
locations, on the average number of queries seen. Average query requests messages
measured per second by clients in Rochester, Crete and Norway are 45.9, 47.9 and 52.3
respectively. And the average query response messages measured per second are 32.2,
44.2 and 26.9 respectively. They report observing bursty traffic in both cases.
From the above two studies we note that queries still make up a significant proportion of
messages. It was found nodes with more connectivity, in a high traffic network, get
overloaded with queries and responses are delayed. Thus reducing query messages
would help in reducing traffic and not overload high-connectivity peers. Studies have
also found that Gnutella systems suffer from bandwidth, congestion and latency
problems (Jovanovic, 2001) (Markatos, 2002) (Portmann et al., 2001) (Saroiu et al.,
2002).

2.2.2 Improving Search in P2P Systems with Simple Approaches
When the TTL value was reduced, a “short-circuiting” problem was reported
(Jovanovic, 2001). The number of messages decreased but it was found that queries
could not get responses since the request did not go far enough in the system. So
decreasing the value of TTL by itself is certainly not the way to reduce messages and
limit the flooding problem.
The following approaches limit the broadcast space of the standard Gnutella. One
approach (Kalogeraki et al. 2002) broadcasts queries to only a subset of its neighbouring
peers and not all of its neighbours in order to reduce the number of messages circulating
in the system. The goal of finding the document may be achieved but the chance is
smaller than with standard Gnutella, since the generated search space is smaller. The
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number of messages is reduced as compared to the standard Gnutella since the number
of peers querying are lower. The peers are not learning from their experiences.
(Lv et al. 2002) introduces two approaches. The first approach is an “expanding ring”
where the TTL value is increased gradually to find the resource. Initially the peer
assigns a small TTL value and starts the search. If no result is found then the peer
restarts the search with an increased TTL value. But the messages go through the same
peers once again. There is duplication of messages to the same peers and peers do not
learn from past experience to bypass previously forwarded peers. This approach still
floods the network with messages. The other approach is a “random walk” where the
peer sends a query to only one peer at a time at each hop and sequentially searches
through the system to get the results. Once the results are found the query terminates.
Thus, fewer messages are generated but the search time increases, as the search is
sequential rather than parallel. To limit the delay, the authors experimented with
different numbers of peers receiving the initial messages. The messages then traverse
similarly thereafter but each time the peer checks with the querying peer to see if the
result has been found and then the message is forwarded. There is still time delay, as
each peer that gets the request has to check if the request has already been fulfilled.
Here too the peers do not learn about resourceful peers and subsequent searches are
done again in the same sequential way.
A super-peer network as discussed in section 2.1.3 (Yang et al., 2003) improves
significantly the performance of standard Gnutella. A super-peer network is a hybrid
(semi-centralized) system containing few servers and many peers. Traffic and latency is
reduced, as broadcasting is limited to super-peers only. But there is still the problem of
bottleneck and failures when the super-peers fail.

2.2.3 Improving Search in P2P Systems with Semantic Routing Approaches
This section lists several approaches to optimizing the search for files based on the
semantics of the queries. Different authors and papers use different terms for the
semantics of a query. The terms are as listed: query type (Wang et al., 2002), search
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criterion (Ramanathan et al., 2001), a category (Crespo et al., 2002.), semantic category
(Triantafillou et al., 2002) and category of data (Ng et al., 2002). Henceforth all the
terms are referred as semantic category in this section.
One approach called “Directed Breadth First Search” (DBFS) (Yang et al. 2002)
selectively forwards queries to peers who are seen to have returned good results for
previous queries. For this kind of intelligent routing, the peer has to keep information on
the neighbouring peers about how many hops that peer had to forward the query to
obtain results, the number of results returned by that peer, and the length of the message
queue of that peer. All this information has to be stored and processed by a peer when it
wants to request a file. Since the neighbouring peers do not change, the query message
travels the entire path until it finds the peer that has the document. This approach still
generates a lot of messages. The authors do not explain how a peer will know what
constitutes a good result. If the number of results is taken to be an indication of good
results, then a peer that returns irrelevant but many results would be considered a good
candidate.
In the “Buddy Web” approach (Wang et al., 2002), routing is done based on similarity
of interest. The main reason for building a “Buddy Web” was to reduce the amount of
traffic in and out of the university network, which costs the university money. For a
given query, there is always the possibility that someone else on campus has already
done the same query and has already received results for it. By caching previous search
results and searching first through them, the university can reduce cost and utilize the
network better. The similarity between the user’s interests and the files’ semantics that is
used for routing inside the network is calculated in several ways. One way is based on
the meta-data of the file, e.g. the title tags downloaded by the user. Another way is by
storing words that the user selected while browsing through its contents in a vector. By
summing up points for the words, which have already been assigned some weight by
some weighting scheme, a calculation expressing the value of interest is performed. A
few servers maintain the interest value along with the peer’s address. A peer calculates
similarity with other peers in the network by comparing its own interest value to those
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of the others. When a peer is querying, the query is first sent to the underlying network,
called BestPeer. The system sends the query to those peers whose interest values are
close to the querying peer. Once results are found, they are sent to the querying peer. If
the system does not find any results then it sends the request outside the network. An
external search takes place in the traditional manner. A peer does not learn if the peers
who have been found to be similar are useful or not. The authors do not mention how
long a cache is stored. If a peer is searching vigorously, it may overwrite the cache with
new documents and older documents will not be found.
BestPeer (Ng, et al., 2002), mentioned above, is a P2P network prototype using the
Buddy Web approach, implemented in a university setting. The main aim of this
network is code-shipping and data-shipping. It is a decentralized network with many
peers and a few servers. These servers essentially work like naming servers, giving each
registered peer in its network a unique name so that the rest of the peers can identify it.
The peers that are deemed beneficial are kept in a list. A beneficial peer is defined as a
peer that answered a lot of queries or a peer providing the most amount of files. Also
distant peers (i.e., when the number of hops to reach a peer is large), who are found
beneficial, are kept in the list. Each peer has its own limit of the number of peers that it
can connect directly to. The authors found that the response time in this system is
shorter than in the Gnutella system. However, since beneficial peers were determined
based on how many queries they responded to or files downloaded from it, it doesn’t
mean that the files were of good quality or were found relevant by the querying peer. If
a peer changes its query type, the best peer list keeps changing as new peers deemed
beneficial are added and the older beneficial peers, of other query type(s), are lost. The
authors experimented on star, tree and line topologies in the network, and their results
are based on these topologies.
To provide better service in P2P systems, several research projects investigated how the
traffic generated due to the broadcast protocol in a Gnutella system could be minimized
while still preserving the quality of search results. One such approach is based on the
idea of learning who are the “good peers” in a P2P system (Ramanathan et al., 2001).
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Peers that have sent a “good” response to a peer’s request are entered in a special list by
the peer, following the assumption that these peers may also have good resources for
subsequent queries in this area. Peers are deemed as “good peers” of peer C when these
peers have responded the most to queries of peer C, regardless of the semantics of the
query. The peer sends subsequent requests to the peers in its list. The authors found that
this reduces traffic in the network as peers now send queries selectively to other peers.
Also this selective dispatching of queries does not affect the search results at the end and
good responses are obtained in a short interval. This works when the user is consistently
searching in a single type of semantic query. However, users search often for more than
one semantic category at a time (Iamnitchi et al., 2002). So when the user changes its
query semantics, then these “good peers” will not be able to provide the responses. The
peer will find new “good peers” for this type of query again, but the peers of the old
query type will be dropped.
Some research explores the interest-based behaviour of peers. (Sripanidkulchai et al.,
2003) proposed a solution where peers loosely organize themselves into an interestbased structure. Initially, the algorithm for querying is flooding or broadcast as in
Gnutella. When replies are returned, the peer chooses a peer randomly from all the peers
who replied and adds it to the “shortcut list”. Subsequent queries are sent to the peers in
the “shortcut list”. If there are no responses obtained by using this technique then the
peer uses the flooding algorithm again. Each peer assigns space for storage of this list.
The results show that the “shortcut list” is effective in finding both popular and
unpopular content (files), and that 45-90% of files are found quickly. But a drawback to
this approach is that it will create a lot of traffic and time delay as the search may keep
reverting back to the flooding algorithm when the document is not found through that
single peer chosen from the subset of peers responding to a similar query. The shortcut
list contains peers who have returned response regardless of the semantic category of
queries. A modification to the model that the authors suggest is to add to the list all the
peers who have replied to a query. But the benefit of using a short-cut list may be lost as
peers just keep getting added and deleted when the peer changes its interest for
searching since there is only a limited space in the list.
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Another approach (Kalogeraki et al., 2002) proposes that the peer maintains a profile of
all other peers who answered its requests in a local repository by keeping a list
consisting of (query, peer) pairs. A query is defined by the set of keywords used for the
search. All peers that respond to a query are added, together with the query, to the pairlist. When the peer initiates a new query q, it matches it with the previous ones stored in
its pair-list and picks out the peers that have answered similar queries. This is achieved
in the following way: In this model the neighbouring peers connected to the peer remain
the same from the start and only the profile is updated. Each query in the list is assigned
a similarity value relative to the present query q. It then adds up all the similarity values
for a peer and forwards the requests to only the subset of peers from its neighbourhood,
that are found to have the greatest value for similarity with respect to the present query.
A random peer, a peer not found to have answered similar queries, is also chosen for
forwarding to explore the network. The authors conclude that the traffic is reduced. The
amount of storage is limited and a node uses a Least Recently Used (LRU) policy to
decide which (query, peer) will remain in the local repository. Thus if a peer is
searching consistently in a query type then, older pairs of a different query type will be
deleted from the repository. If now the peer wants to search in a different query type, the
peer has lost the best peers for that query.
Some authors (Crespo et al., 2002) suggest creating groupings of peers, which advertise
together the resources available to each member of the group. The idea is similar to
creating super-peers like in KaZaA, but the index of files is not maintained by a superpeer but by each member of the group. Peers use indices to keep track of the number of
documents that can be accessed through each of their connected peers in a semantic
category and communicate to neighbours the total number of documents that they can
access in a category. Thus each peer has information about which neighbouring peer to
choose when a query arrives, based on the total number of resources accessible through
the peer.
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The approaches described above explore the semantics of queries and implicitly model
the interests of peers in different semantic areas. These approaches all selectively
forward queries to peers based on the knowledge obtained and stored. Some research
studies have used semantic routing of queries by classifying queries based on keywords.
Neurogrid (Joseph, 2002) uses keywords, derived from the file meta-data, for searching
and then matching a query. Peers are associated with keywords based on the contents
they store. When a peer issues a query, it looks for remote peers characterised by
keywords similar to the query and forwards the request to those peers. The peer also
changes its neighbourhood by adding remote peers that have answered its queries. Thus
peers learn about other peers, along with all the queries they have answered, and route
queries according to this knowledge. However, storing all this information is expensive
since the storage is bounded and there is a limit to how much information each node can
maintain.
In another approach (Triantafillou et al., 2002) documents are accompanied by
keywords, which semantically represent the contents of the documents, and these
keywords are classified according to semantic categories. The system is assumed to be
logically organized so that clusters of peers are formed based on semantic categories.
However, the researchers do not specify how this is achieved. Each category could have
one or more clusters associated with it. Peers have knowledge about all the categories
and the entire associated set or subset of peers in the system. When a search request
comes in, a peer forwards queries to the cluster associated with the semantic category of
the search keyword. If the document is not found, then the peer in the cluster sends the
queries to other peers in the same cluster or another cluster associated with the same
category. In this model each peer in the system has to know all the categories existing in
the system and clusters associated with them, which is hard to achieve without a central
server maintaining a list of categories and clusters and peers.
Semantic routing has also been used by (Ng et al., 2002) in a P2P system for sharing
images. The authors propose a search strategy based on clusters of peers with similar
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properties. Each peer according to its interests calculates its signature value using a
certain function. When a peer joins a network it learns about a few peers, called
“random links”, through the Gnutella ping-pong messages and adds them to its list
representing a peer-cluster. Queries by the peer are forwarded through these “random
links”. A peer stores another peer in its peer-cluster list if the data they share are similar;
such peers are called “attractive links”. Peers thus get clustered according to similar
signature value. Thus, when a query is sent by a peer it gets checked against its signature
value and if no close match is found, the query is forwarded randomly to peers. Once the
query reaches the appropriate peer in a cluster, the query is broadcast using the peer’s
“attractive link” lists inside the cluster.

2.3 Social Networks
Concepts of social networks can be applied in conjunction with approaches based on
learning lists of peers, who have been useful in the past and seem to have interest in a
given area, for optimizing search in P2P systems. Social networks are groups of people,
be it in a social setting or an organization connected by relationships (Wellman, 1997).
According to (Newman, 2000), Stanley Milgram, in the late 1960’s, did one of the first
experiments to investigate social networks. In his experiment (Milgram, 1967), he
addressed letters to a particular stockbroker in New York and gave them to people
randomly picked at various locations in the United States, far away from the final
receiver. They had to send the letter so that it reached the addressee, but under the
condition that one could post the letter only to people one knew personally by first
name. Eventually, most of the letters reached the destination, and the average number of
hops was six. Thus the “six degrees of separation” phenomenon was postulated. This
characteristic, that nodes or people are connected to each other by only a few links is
known as the “small world networks” (Scharnhorst, 2003). These social network
approaches are not focussed on P2P networks.
Social science has shown that social networks benefit people in their everyday lives.
Social networks are useful in propagating information and also in finding information.
This fact was exploited to develop an expert system where experts in a subject are
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located on the web (Kautz et al., 1997). The system was built to get expert advice in
some fields. Users who registered in the system had to fill out a form about their
publications. The system would also search and find information about co-authors in
these publications. In this way the system gained knowledge about social networks
based on co-authorship of papers. This allowed the system, even when some experts
themselves would not have the time or may not like to register in the system, to be
referred to as experts by the system, since they were found by co-authorship in other
expert’s publication. These social ties form the basis for information retrieval depending
upon the type of relation existing between the two people.

Definition 2.3.1 Social Relationships
Social relationships are defined as the interactions among a set or group of people. They
are characterized by how frequent the interactions happen and what type of interactions
occur (Waloszek, 2002).

Definition 2.3.2 Strong Ties
Strong ties are relationships that connect people within the same community and
involve frequent interactions. Due to the frequent interaction, people involved in strong
ties usually share the same body of knowledge and can find information quickly through
these strong ties. Waloszek (Waloszek, 2002) points out that strong ties let people
access information in a timely manner and information is given freely since these are
people who interact with each other very often. This behaviour can be used for
cooperating in the network. Other studies (White et al., 2003) on strength of ties also
found that information can be found quickly through strong ties as these ties have been
found to be connected to knowledgeable people in the community.

Definition 2.3.3 Weak Ties
Weak ties are relationships among people that are not in the same community or
coalitions. They are characterized with relatively infrequent interactions.
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People with a large number of weak ties are like “Super-peers”. While they don’t
interact frequently with any individual peer, these peers provide referrals and expertise
in the form of forwarding requests to other peers capable of responding correctly
(Venkataraman et al., 2000). Weak ties give access to new information. These are
generally from remote sources.
The benefit of knowing people with weak ties is that they provide information about
experts or knowledgeable people that are not in the community (Granovetter, 1973). For
example, to get information about real estate the first step would be to find a person who
has knowledge in that area or someone who knows about a person in that area, so that
the query reaches that community.
Social networks are also used to study the interaction patterns between groups of people
in a certain context. They help in understanding to what degree the behaviour of an
individual is influenced by constraints in their environment and how individuals use
their social network for their benefit (Webster et al., 2001). It has been found that, if
given a possibility, people tend to manipulate circumstances so that they benefit in
socializing with their choice of people (Newcomb et al., 1965). A social network, once
established, can be used for ones’ own benefit.
Social networks can be studied through the evolution of societies of artificial agents
simulating real people. Simulations allow studying patterns, diversity and behavioural
changes in groups of people due to changes in the environment (Pearson et al., 2001).
Social networks can be visualized using graphs with nodes representing people and arcs
of different colours and thickness representing relationships with different strengths
(Freeman, 2000).
Studies of the qualities of social networks that allow faster transfer of information show
that social networks with varying tie strength are better than random networks, as
random networks have been found to lack the ability of finding a target or specific
person quickly (Waloszek, 2002). Thus interactions occurring between peers can be
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exploited to find social networks or communities and use them to retrieve information in
the form of data or documents. Since each individual maintains her own personal
network that may contain different people specialized in the same field, this distributes
the load of dissipating information by these specialized people, as the same person may
not be contacted for every bit of information. Strong ties also indicate close relationship
and so it is easier to get close to the knowledge base once a person reaches a group with
strong ties, and this can be either through a weak tie or a strong tie. Weak ties are
credited with diffusion of knowledge and ideas (Granovetter, 1983).

2.4 Summary
Standard Gnutella-based P2P systems suffer from scalability problems like high traffic
and poor quality of service due to the flooding algorithm. Various approaches like
“random walk” and forwarding to only a subset of neighbouring peers try to limit
message traffic. But in those approaches the peers do not learn from their experiences.
In other approaches peers use their experiences to learn about peers to route queries
taking into consideration their similarity of interest. A drawback of these is that
keywords do not always adequately reflect the semantics of the data, and the quality of
results returned, is not used to learn if a peer is really similar or not, but only the number
of returned results is used as a measure of a peer’s similarity.
Other approaches use keywords to classify documents to categories and then classify
queries into categories based on words used. One or more clusters of peers are formed,
which belong to a semantic category, so that the peers in one cluster would forward
queries to peers of another cluster in that same semantic category. Peers store, compute
and maintain all the information of at least a few peers from each and every cluster of
every category so that these systems succeed. Typically the amount of information that
must be stored and the computation power needed to update information of the cluster
and the categories is a drawback of these approaches when peers have limited resources.
Social networks or personal networks also group users with similar interests. It has been
found that these social networks help people in finding information quickly. Thus by
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maintaining contacts of peer(s) in one’s areas of interest, information can be found as
these peers would also maintain contacts with other peers in that area of interest. They
form clusters of similar peers and information can be found quicker. The relationships
inside a cluster, known as strong ties, are important to find information within the
cluster and obtain expert advice or help. On the other hand, weak ties help in finding
information outside the cluster, which could be other similar clusters in the network or
newly formed cluster in the network. Also weak ties help in finding information outside
the area of interest by linking peers to other clusters or peers who have expertise in that
area of interest.
We combine the concept of social networks and semantic routing to model a system that
reduces traffic and obtains good quality of service in the Gnutella system. The following
Chapter, Chapter 3, introduces our model and describes it in detail.
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CHAPTER 3
Semantic-Social Routing Approach
Problems Addressed
This study focuses on systems based on Gnutella 0.4 protocol. As already noted in
Chapter 2, Gnutella–based systems suffer due to the flooding algorithm (Jovanovic,
2001). However, other scalability problems have been observed like latency, bandwidth
and congestion in the system (Jovanovic, 2001) (Markatos, 2002) (Sripanidkulchai,
2001) (Ramanathan et al., 2001). Ongoing research is trying to reduce traffic, relieve
congestion and improve the search capability of these systems.
(Jovanovic, 2001) mentions that Gnutella systems exhibit “small-world network”
phenomena (ref. Pg. 19). This finding can be exploited to improve search, but it has not
been taken into consideration yet. On the other hand, semantic-based routing helps find
queries faster and without overloading the system with messages (Tang et al., 2003).
The model discussed in this thesis combines semantic routing with the concept of social
networks. Messages are routed to different contacts depending on the semantics of the
query. Each peer learns from experiences, its social networks in different semantic
areas.

3.1 Defining Semantics of Queries
There are different ways to define the semantics of a query. It can be expressed by the
keywords used in the query. Similarity between the keywords of the present query and
previous queries can be used to intelligently route the queries to the peers in the system.
The most successful search systems are based on keywords. However, in order to
identify the semantically meaningful words in a document, more complicated techniques
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are needed like Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). In our model “semantics” is defined by
a finite set of categories.

Definition 3.1.1: Category of interest
A category is defined as a semantic area characterized by a set of topics or keywords
(Vassileva, 2002). For example, topics like distributed databases, and peer-to-peer
systems characterize the area of distributed systems, which is a category in our model.
One can define hierarchical links among categories, resulting in category trees, or
subject classification schemes, similar to those used by the ACM or IEEE.
If files are assumed to have associated meta-data containing keywords (Joseph, 2002),
they can be categorized dynamically using the keywords from the meta-data of the
document. Since a document may contain keywords from different categories,
quantitative measures define how exactly a given document will be clustered.

Definition 3.1.2: Peer’s Interests
A Peer’s interests are defined as a list of categories in which the peer initiates queries or
shares files.
Users can be interested in one or more areas (corresponding to a set of categories). It is
possible to infer that a user may have interest in a more general category (according to
the category abstraction hierarchy) if s/he has shown interest in a specific sub-category.
However, when users search for documents in a given category or sub-category, they are
usually interested in narrowing down their search rather than generalizing it.

Definition 3.1.3: Friends list
The “friends list” of a peer contains the names/numbers of other peers that are assumed
by the peer to be interested in a given category.
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The semantic categorizing of “friend”- peers creates a social network for a particular
area of interest which allows peers to benefit from previous experience by using their
relationship to other peers in the search for resources. Peers, which have shown interest
in a particular category by sharing a file in this category are likely to have and share
other files in this category, so future queries sent to these peers are more likely to yield
results than those sent to peers who haven’t shown interest in the category. Peers who
are in the friends list of a particular peer for a given category share files that have
matched the queries of the peer in the past, have proven useful and probably share
similar tastes or criteria for considering a paper interesting. Therefore the friends list
helps the peer bias its search according to its interests and tastes.

3.2 Learning the interests of other peers
There are two kinds of evidence about being interested in a given category: initiating
queries in this category and sharing files in this category. Peers can learn about another
peer’s interests by keeping track of all the peers who responded to a query in a given
category. The response obtained is taken as an indication of that peer’s interest because
the peer is keeping and sharing documents pertaining to the category being queried. A
peer can also learn about the interests of other peers by analyzing who initiated a query
in a category. Thus peers can be classified according to their interests and the queries
can be forwarded to peers in the same interest groups. A peer maintains separate lists of
friends for all of its interest categories and adds peers to the lists based on evidence
about their interests. When a peer queries and gets responses, it keeps track of all those
peers who returned the responses; they are assumed to be interested in that category. For
example, if peers, A, B and C responded to peer G’s query in category X, then G adds A,
B and C to its friends list related to category X. On the other hand, all the responding
peers A, B, C will know that G is interested in category X, since it generated a query in
this category, so they will add G to their lists of friends in category X.
This idea of keeping lists of friends for different categories is similar to social networks.
People maintain social contacts with individuals in different interest groups (McCarty,
2002). The reason behind the need to maintain these contacts is that these people are
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good candidates for recommendation or advice in the interest area, if one ever needs
them. A person in a “friends” group about a given subject has more knowledge about
that subject than a randomly chosen person. He/she also knows other people with similar
interests, so if it can’t answer, it will be able to give a good referral. As seen in (Kautz et
al., 1997) people who were co-authors in a paper were seen as good referrals for advice
or contacts. Studies have shown that social networks are beneficial in contacting and
getting help (Granovetter, 1973).
In a similar manner, when we are seeking information we tend to first seek out
somebody who we know either has knowledge in the area or knows somebody who has
knowledge. This mechanism can be easily implemented in the Gnutella protocol.
For example, Peer A in Fig. 3.1 has created different friends lists for different categories:
X, Y, Z. When a query is initiated in a particular category (say X), peer A chooses to
forward the query to the first few (three in this case) peers with highest relationship
strength.
A’s friends list for category X
P1

P1

P2
P3

‘X’

P2

friends list

P3

category
X

Peer A

Y
Z

Figure 3.1: Creating friends list for a category.
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If any of the “friend-peers” does not generate the response, then the friend-peers will use
its own friends list for the category of the query to propagate it further. Thus a combined
semantic-social network routing generates a chain of forwarding, eventually finding the
answer to the query with a higher likelihood. Figure 3.2 shows the forwarding to friends
list where peer A generates the query.

P4

P7

P5

P8

P6

P9

E2

E3

P1

P1
P9

P1

P3
P2

P0

P3

E4

E1
P8

Peer A

Figure 3.2: Query Routing

If the query is sent to random peers who have no interest in that category the query will
most likely not succeed. The peer will forward it to other peer(s), which most likely
won’t have interest in the category. If they don’t have the file, they will have to forward
it further. The query may get aborted due to exhausting its time to live. Also, replies will
be delayed as a result of this forwarding.
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However, if a peer has the file, it will generate a response and it won’t forward the query
further, so there will be no more traffic generated further from this peer in the network.
Since the likelihood of a peer on a semantic routing chain to have the queried file is
higher (since the peer has interest in the category of the query and is more likely to keep
files in this category) responses will come with a higher likelihood, faster and will
generate less traffic. Thus, the benefit of this “semantic-social” routing approach is that
queries will travel less and will be more likely to achieve success with a smaller number
of hops.
Even though in this way, a peer will only send a query to other peers it knows, it will
never “discover” new friends. Thus, if none of the peers in the friends lists have the file,
then results are not obtained. Therefore, there is need for at least one “wildcard” or
random peer, to allow for discovery in the system. This peer could be any one of the
peers from other categories friends lists or an unknown peer.

3.3 Centralized versus Distributed Classification of Peers
3.3.1 Performance and Costs
Should we model a social network or a yellow page directory? Instead of having each
peer maintain its own friends list in each category it is interested in, we can have a
global central directory listing all peers and their interests. Thus, the central server will
be like a yellow page directory and have knowledge about all the interests of all peers
and this makes it easier for the peers in the system to retrieve information about peers
interested in a category. Such a solution has some advantages. To search for a document
the peer has to contact the server and get the list of peers interested in that category.
Afterwards, the peer can retrieve from the proxy server a list with those peers who are
currently on-line. Then it can query exclusively those peers that are strongly interested
in the category and are currently on-line. The server will update its lists using input from
many peers who have discovered peers interested in an area and it will be more reliable
(in terms of strength of evidence about the interests of peers). There are also not that
many messages circulating in the system and thus the system is not congested. A
centralized approach like this is similar to the Napster architecture. But the drawback of
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such a centralized approach is that the entire system will stop working if the central
server fails because peers will be unable to get a list of peers from the server. Another
issue with using a central server is that it becomes the bottleneck in the system;
responses are delayed when an increased number of peers contacts the server for lists of
peers each time they are searching / forwarding a query for a document. A centralized
server needs some maintenance as well to ensure that it is always available, which
means monetary costs.

3.3.2 Privacy, Anonymity, Vulnerability
In the case of Napster (Napster, 2001), the centralized directory was the main reason for
its shutdown since it was easy for the server to be tracked down and charged with
copyright violation. It also gives malicious peers ways to bring down the system by
denial of service attacks.
A central server also stores information about the peer, its interest and the contact IP
address. Thus it becomes easy for any peer in the system to get an IP address and use it
for any malicious purpose, like spamming. Privacy cannot be maintained since the
central server interest directory is open for any peer to look up any other peer. Peers in
general may not be interested in revealing publicly their areas of interest.
In our model every peer maintains its own friends lists. If each peer maintains lists
locally then there will be no need for a central server to keep information about other
peers in the system for forwarding the query. The redundancy ensured in this way helps
the system to keep running in the event of any peer’s failure. Since each peer is
responsible for maintaining its list for the interest categories, its failure does not affect
other peers in their capability. Also when each peer maintains its own list of peers for a
category based on its own interactions, that peer keeps private the identity of all those
peers who interacted with it and no peer in the system will be able to keep track of all
other peers’ interactions. Hence the interaction is private with no third party involved.
However, complete anonymity, a desirable feature of Peer-to-Peer systems, is not
maintained in this system. The originator of the query in our model knows about the
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responder of the query at the time of document download. A malicious peer can pretend
to be interested in a given category and quickly find a list of peers interested in this
category and the sources of the documents. However it will not be a complete list, but
only a local one based on the experience of the peer. So the social network approach is
less vulnerable than a centralized approach.

3.3.3 Personalization / Subjectivity
Another advantage of the “social network” approach is that it allows for subjectivity.
Each peer can choose the criteria according to which it adds or removes peers from its
friends list. When a peer maintains his/her friends lists individually, it can choose to add
or delete any peer from its list. The lists of friends reflect similarity of tastes in a
category between the peers. For example, a number of peers may be interested in a
particular category, but a peer may be interested in some specific topics in that category;
therefore, its friends lists will contain peers with interest in these topics only, while
another peer may be interested in another set of topics and will have a different list of
friends. Just like humans have their own criteria for quality and choose things
accordingly, each peer also has a certain threshold by which it judges the quality of
documents or the interestingness of resources. These are subjective criteria and are hard
to measure and sum up objectively; imposing any “objective” measure of similarity is
meaningless. In a centralized approach each peer sends the number of documents it
shares in each category to the central server when the peer joins the system. The server
keeps a list of all the peers it communicated with along with the number of documents it
shares. In this centralized approach, the usefulness of a peer would have to be an
objective measure, for example, the number of documents shared by a peer in a
category. Peers can also report their satisfaction with regards to any peer to the central
server, allowing it to compute a “reputation” value for each peer, which can be looked
up by other peers. The disadvantage of the centralized approach is that such “average”
objective measure cannot capture the specific needs of all peers. A peer that is highly
specialized won’t score very high on an objective measure since only a few peers would
use it. However, it may be invaluable for a specific peer who shares exactly these
special interests. As the heterogeneity of the user population grows, the meaning of the
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“reputation” value will decrease and become a subject of emergent power-law effects
“the rich get richer” or “the popular become even more popular”, effects that reduces the
overall utility in the peer community. In a centralized approach, the list containing peers
is complete. In our model, where each peer maintains its own list, the list is not
complete as only those peers who responded in a category are kept. There is more work
to be done and less information about peers in a decentralized approach.
In summary, considering the mentioned above factors, it seems that the approach where
each peer maintains its own list is better suited than the centralized approach where all
the peers and their interests are listed in a central server.

3.4 Strength of Relationships
Definition 3.4.1 Strength of Relationship
We define the strength of relationship S of peer A with peer B as a numeric value
S ∈ [0,1], computed by A, which represents the previous experience peer A has from
interacting with peer B.
From this definition it follows that if peer A and peer B are involved in a relationship,
each of them keeps a subjective value of the strength of the relationship, based on its
own experience with the other peer. Depending on the criteria for judging experience,
the values of the strengths they assign to the relationship can be different, which
parallels the asymmetry of relationships that exists in the real world, e.g., ‘A likes B, but
B dislikes A’.
Peer A computes the strength of relationship with another peer B in the system based on
evidence from interactions, e.g., the reliability and usefulness that the peer B showed in
its interactions with A. Reliability in the context of P2P systems means being frequently
online, having good resources and having a good connection. The strength of
relationship is updated after interactions with the other peer. The evidence taken into
consideration when updating the strength of relationship includes the success rate the
peer had with queries sent to the other peer, the reliability of the other peer while
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downloading documents, (e.g., does it stay active or disconnects when document is
being downloaded), the quality and the usefulness of the resource.
A peer attaches a strength value to each relationship with a peer from its friends list for
each category. The strength of the relationship with a peer from a friends list related to
one category is independent of the strength of the relationship with the same peer if it
happens to be in a list for a different category. If x is the strength that peer P assigns to
its relationship with peer Q for category X and y is the strength that peer P assigns to the
relationship with peer Q in another category Y, y is independent of x. For example peer
P may have downloaded documents from Q in two different categories X and Y: many
times in X and only a couple of times in Y. Therefore x will be higher than y.

3.5 Updating the Strength of Relationship
To create friends lists in different areas of interests and use these lists for query routing,
peers need to learn about other peers’ interests. New friend-peers need to be discovered
in the interest categories of the peers. Adding new peers is important since these peers
may have some other resources and may also be connected to other unknown peers
interested in the same category; therefore discovering new friends will allow the peer to
access more resources in the system. Thus maintaining a long list of friends for each
category of interest is desirable, since in case of failure or inactivity of one of the
friends, the peer will still be able to route its queries to the remaining friends.
A peer can learn the interests of peers in the system in a variety of ways. One approach
is by asking its neighbours explicitly about their interests and storing them for future
use. This is of limited use since a peer will know only about its immediate neighbours’
interests and not that of other peers in the system. Also each peer has to be sure that the
relayed information is true (i.e., it must trust the source).
Another approach is by using “gossiping” as proposed in (Yu et al., 2000). Peers gossip
or send messages to each other about the interests of peers they have interacted with. For
this technique to work, each peer has to trust other peers in the system, so that from the
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information obtained about the interests of other peers in the system it can compile a list
of peers that it can use for searching in that interest category. But peers have different
interests and quality of service criteria and so all the peers in the system cannot be
trusted equally. This requires extra knowledge about which peers are trustworthy. A
method for managing and propagating trust values has been proposed by (Wang et al.
2003). If the trust value of peers is also to be gossiped about then each peer has to also
decide which peer’s “gossip” weighs more and the trust problem shifts to a higherlevel.
Therefore, we propose that each peer should learn from its own experiences. The peer’s
own experiences are the most trusted source since each peer can judge by its own
criteria how to update the strength of relationship with another peer after an interaction
and which peers to keep in its friends lists. This technique does not require relying on
other peers for information (recommendations). When peer A gets a response and
downloads the document, the responding peer B, without giving explicit information
about its interests, is seen as interested in the category of the query. A will update the
strength of its relationship depending on its criteria for quality of service. If for some
reason a peer is not seen to be a good peer (e.g., file is corrupted, transfer is interrupted
etc.), the strength of the relationship will be decreased after an unsuccessful interaction,
again depending on peer A’s own criteria (judgement) for successfulness of interaction.
Some peers may have a higher tolerance while others may be more demanding.
Reinforcement learning is an appropriate technique for learning from experiences, and
can be used to update the strength of the relationships and thus learn about the interests
of other peers. The strength of a relationship can be calculated in two different ways,
depending on whether there is a need to take into account how recent experience with
the peer was (e.g., decay of old experiences). The first way can be used when it is
assumed that the interest and cooperativeness of the peers does not change over time.
The second way takes into consideration changes over time and allows the building of
more explorative vs. conservative (or reverse) attitude of the peer that computes the
strength.
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The first way to calculate the strength of relationship computes the percentage of
responses in a given category produced by a peer, i.e.,

C
S AX
=

C
R AX
Q AC

(3.1)

C
C
where, SAX is the relationship strength between peers A and X, RAX is number of

responses by peer X to queries in category C issued by peer A and QAC is total number
of queries issued in that category by peer A.
In this way all responses received from are treated equally and are taken into
consideration in evaluating that peer’s performance, i.e., old experiences count as much
as new experiences. This is reasonable if peers are assumed to behave consistently in
time. In reality, however, peers change their interests and behaviour, so it may be more
reasonable to give more attention to recent experiences.
Another way of computing the strength of relationships allows taking into account
changes in the interests of peers and gives different weights to past and recent
experiences according to the following reinforcement learning formula
t

t-1

SAX = α * SAX

+ (1- α) * eAX

t

(3.2)

t

t-

where, SAX is the relationship strength value between A and X at the present time t, SAX
1

t

is the relationship strength value at the previous time t-1 and eAX is the evaluation of

the current experience and α is a value between 0 and 1. The experience is evaluated as
a function of the quality of the service and/or resource obtained, e.g., bad format/good
quality, problems while obtaining the document, the speed of network connection at the
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time of obtaining the document. Each peer has its own function for computing the value
of experience depending on its preferences.
The formula above takes the relationship strength at time t-1 and the current experience
to calculate the relationship strength at the present time t. Depending on the value of α,
either
1) α > 0.5
the previous relationship strength is given more importance when calculating the
present relationship strength then current experience, i.e., the peer is
conservative, (appropriate if system changes slowly.)
or
2) α < 0.5
the previous relationship strength gets rapidly discounted and current experience
is given more importance when calculating the present relationship strength, i.e.,
the peer is more explorative, which is appropriate if system changes rapidly.
Thus, if α < 0.5, e.g.,α = 0.2 new peers can have a chance to get involved in strong
relationships sooner and will be more likely to be chosen for forwarding queries.
It may be good to have smaller values for α in the beginning when a peer builds up new
relationships and increase it later, i.e., the peer will become more conservative in
changing already established relationships.

3.6 Semantic Routing
As argued in the previous sections, it would be good to use the knowledge of a peer,
which it had accumulated by experience to guide its future actions. Just like in social
networks where people request from other people services or information based on
knowing these people’s strengths or knowledge, a peer can request files or documents in
a given area from peers who it believes are more interested in the area. Therefore, we
propose to route queries semantically, i.e., to peers in the friends list in the appropriate
category.
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When a query is initiated or is received by a peer, the query is classified into a category
and the request is sent to the peers from the friends list associated with that particular
category. Thus, the queries get forwarded to peers in similar interest category groups.
This is beneficial since the query is now circulating among peers who have shown
interest in that category and who may have the file with a greater probability, therefore
the chance of the document being found is higher and the likelihood of finding it faster
is higher than if the peer was searching among random peers.
A peer can send a query to all peers in its friends list for the category of the query.
Depending on the length of the friends list a lot of traffic can be generated since it is in
fact again broadcasting, just on a smaller scale. Therefore, it is a better solution to
forward queries only to a small number of “best friends”, based on the “strength of
relationship”.
Peers with high relationship strength are chosen for forwarding queries. The high
relationship strength indicates those peers that have been most helpful, reliable and have
shown a greater success rate in the past.
Thus peers chosen from friends-list to route queries are like strong ties in social
networks, where the query in this social network finds the response, as queries now
circulate among the peers in the category. Random peers used to forward queries, in the
semantic model, are representative of weak ties found in social networks, as these peers
help in finding peers interested in the category of interest.

3.7 Discovering New Friends
A P2P system is highly dynamic: peers come and go and change their interests.
Consequently there is always a need by peers to discover new friends in the system. In
our model, new friends are discovered by sending queries to a few peers that do not
belong to the friends lists of the interest group of the querying category. That means that
the neighbourhood of a peer, i.e., the peer to which a new query is sent, is formed by m
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unknown peers and n-m friends. n can have different values. The standard Gnutella
neighbourhood has size n = 7. For example in Fig. 3.3, Peer1 sends the request to seven
peers in total out of which five are from the friends list and two are random peers.
Through the random peer the peer explores the network: potentially new peers interested
in the same semantic category may be found and added to the friends list.

P2
P3
friends (n-m)
P4
Peer1

n

P5
P6
L1
L2

unknown (m)

Figure 3.3: Discovering New Friends
An unknown peer once chosen will send the query to its friends (if it has any) in the
querying category. The peers chosen by this independent peer for forwarding the query
further may be new or not related to the querying peer. Thus, a peer chosen outside the
friends list group lets the query go to new or unrelated peers who may have either
entered the system recently or acquired document(s) of the interested category recently.
This enables discovering new friends with the trade-off that more messages will be
generated. The worst case will be that all the peers are chosen from outside the interest
group of the querying category since the peer doesn’t have friends yet and they have
completely different interests and have no friends lists in the category of the query. This
will result in a standard Gnutella routing based on the neighbours that are currently on
line. The result is no new friends are discovered but messages will be generated until the
query expires.
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The above scenario indicates that it is necessary to strike a balance between choosing
friends versus unknown peers for forwarding a query, i.e., choosing a good value for m.
This is necessary to derive benefits from past experience and still be able to explore the
network. Different policies can be implemented in the model for various situations. For
example: starting with m = n, i.e., queries will be sent initially to unknown peers until
enough interactions occur and the peer creates a friends list. Then the peer will forward
queries to a few peers from the querying category’s friends list and to a few unknown
peers. Afterwards it will gradually forward to friends, keeping only 1 or 2 unknown
peers in its neighbourhood to allow for exploration. If a query is unsuccessful then the
forwarding is reverted to the original policy i.e., sending to all unknown peers or to
peers outside the interest groups.

3.8 Summary and Discussion
A method for building friends lists and using these lists to semantically route queries for
an individual peer has been introduced in this chapter. This method specifies how
friends are discovered in the system, how the strength of relationship is calculated and
updated, how the query is routed through the system.
Similar to the BestPeer system (Ng, et al., 2002), our method also reconfigures the
network by connecting to different peers for different queries, but peers chosen in our
model are from the friends list of that category. In our method beneficial peers are
separated into different lists so that they are not lost if the query is from different
category. We have used the concept of semantic category that other approaches have
also used (Triantafillou et al., 2002) (Joseph, 2002).
As the number of peers in the system increase, the friends list will also grow in size.
This in turn translates into costs of maintaining friends lists, e.g., storage for keeping
friends list and computation and delay for calculating the strength of relationships of
friends. However, the benefits of peers keeping friends lists – the decreased network
traffic, increased speed of responses, success rate of queries, and amount of relevant
content – typically outweigh the costs, as computer memory and storage is getting
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cheaper and computers are getting faster. In case peers have limited computational
resources, they can limit the size of their friends lists or implement specific policies for
updating the strength of relationships (e.g. after every second interaction with a given
peer rather than after every interaction) and still yield some benefits, depending on the
dynamics of the system.

To test our model we simulate a Gnutella-based system with peers using our method of
building friends lists and we compare it with a system where peers do not build and
exploit friends lists. The next chapters describe the experimental set-ups, hypotheses and
the results.
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CHAPTER 4
Experimental Model
4.1 Hypothesis
In the previous chapter we have introduced the semantic-routing model and its
properties. To evaluate the benefits of this model we need to compare its performance
with a standard Gnutella system. For this purpose we simulate a peer-to-peer filesharing environment.
The aim of the experiments is to show that a friends list used to semantically route
queries reduces the search time for documents and decreases traffic by reducing the
number of messages circulating in the system.
Our hypotheses are that:
1)

Peers who share a lot of files in the system will become top peers in the
friends’ lists of every peer.

2)

A system with a friends’ lists performs better in terms of time for search and
number of messages generated than a system with no friends lists whatever
combinations of factors mentioned below is used.

We want to investigate the quantitative impact of searching semantically on the traffic in
the network of the following factors:
1. Size of community;
2. Number of papers/files/documents shared in the system;
3. Distribution of files/queries in the system;
4. Number of neighbour peers the query is forwarded to.
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We carry out experiments in two environments, static and dynamic. In the static
environment, all peers are active throughout the entire simulation whereas in the
dynamic environment the peers in the system can switch between online and offline
state which is characteristic for real systems. In either environment we do not deal or
take into account any network problems or delays in the system.
In the static system we compare the results of a system where peers use no friends with
a system where peers send requests to three friends from their friends list and with a
system where peers send requests to four friends. The experiments will be repeated for
different numbers of peers in the system and different sizes of the friends list. The
underlying peer system would be the same so that our comparisons is not affected by
any other factors. For this purpose, our experimental model contains some modifications
to the standard Gnutella 0.4 protocol in order to simplify the model and remove external
factors. The modifications are described in the next section.
In the dynamic system we will compare results between two systems where one has a
uniform distribution of queries and files kept by peers and the other has a
more realistic Zipf-distribution of queries and files. (Wang et al. 2004) (Tsoumakos et
al. 2003) (Lv et al. 2002).

4.2 System Model
Several modifications were made to the standard Gnutella 0.4 protocol, in order to allow
a comparison between the systems without the influence of random factors. These are
described in the next section. The system model design is described in section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Protocol Modifications
The first modification to the standard Gnutella 0.4 protocol is that peers who have the
requested files send responses directly back to the peer who originated the query and not
through the queried path. The reason for this modification is that it allows us to focus on
the time for search rather than considering the entire transaction, which can be
influenced by a number of external factors, such as general network delays.
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Following the same reasoning, a second modification has been introduced where the file
is sent back by the responding peer to the query initiating peer as the response instead of
the two process transaction in Gnutella: the responding peer sending a “query hit”
response first, followed by a request for downloading the file by the querying peer and
finally the transfer of the document. We assume here that the querying peer does not
replicate the file, so a peer can search for a file repeatedly. Also, we ignore the file size
as a parameter, i.e., we assume that all files take a constant amount of time to download.
A third modification is that once a peer sends a “hit”, the responding peer no longer
forwards the query. In this way we can focus on the traffic generated until the first
responses start coming and ignore the echo effects generated when this peer still
forwards the query in the system. Also if a peer has already forwarded a query, it does
not forward the message further if it gets the same query again.
The model of the system used for simulation is based on the assumption that the system
is a document file sharing system that contains a relatively small number of peers and
categories. Also, too many categories will lead to an increase in the calculation time
within each peer. A large number of peers lead to a very large runtime of the simulation.
Therefore we were able to experiment only with 100 peers.

4.2.2 System Model Design
The documents in the system are pre-classified into categories, represented as numbers.
This numeric representation does not affect the routing since both file-names
represented as strings and file-names represented as numbers have to be matched
exactly. Numbers are easier to match in the simulation. The files shared by peers are
also represented by numbers. The same rationale applies here: numbers are easier to
match in a simulation. The neighbours for any peer in the system are selected randomly;
the number of neighbouring peers is fixed. This applies to both systems: with and
without friends lists. The file numbers and their distribution are set at the start of the
simulation and remain unchanged during the course of the simulation.
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We start with a baseline model of the system with the objective to determine how
quickly peers learn:
1) about resourceful peers in the system, and
2) about peers with similar tastes.
In the baseline model, we can further assume without loss of generality that there is only
one category of interest in the system. This assumption can be justified as follows.
Recall from section 3.5 that the friends lists for all the various categories are kept
separate by every peer. The peer’s relationship strength in a list is not influenced by the
strength of the relationship with same peer in any other lists it features in. Since the
peers in the friends lists are used to send queries only for the particular category for
which the peer has generated the query and there is no interaction between queries, the
speed of learning of new friend peers in a given category will not influence the speed of
learning of friends in a different category. Thus the system can be broken down into
several independent subsystems, each of which can be simulated independently. From
this we can assume that in the system there are some peers that are interested in a
category and the rest of peers in the system are not interested in that category. So, we
can consider without loss of generality a system that has only one category.
For exploring the system and learning about potential new friend peers in a category a
peer needs to send queries also to peers outside of the peer’s friends list of the category.
As explained in section 3.7, these peers can be new peers and/or peers that are not yet
known, or who share files in another category. We can assume also that there are peers
in the system that are not interested in any category and do not share any files (empty
peers) along with peers interested and sharing files in the category. The empty peers just
facilitate the infrastructure of the system, i.e. they forward queries.
In the beginning there are no relationships among the peers in the system, since there
have been no interactions among them yet. Interactions happen as queries are generated
and responses arrive. Queries are generated by randomly chosen peers in a fixed interval
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of time. The file number to be queried is generated randomly. The query is sent to the
peer’s neighbourhood consisting of n-m friends and m random new peers. These peers
search through their resources and if they have the file, they return a “hit” message.
Each query is identified by a unique id and the id of the originator of the query so that
hits can be sent back to that peer. The unique id also helps to discard the query if the
query gets forwarded more than once to any peer. In this way the peers do not have to
process the same query once again. This reduces the number of messages circulating in
the system.
The peer originating the query keeps track of all peers that respond to each of its
queries. It then calculates the strength of the relationships with these peers and stores
them in its relationship list as tuples containing peer id and the relationship strength. In
the simple model all peers in the list are retained in the friends list and none are dropped
even if the strength of the relationship is very small. This helps to see the dynamics of
the relationship strength with the peers who once interacted with the initial querying
peer.
The simulation system contains a varying number of peers with and without files and a
single category of interest. The set-up of the system is such that the file distribution
varies among the peers sharing files. For example: 57% peers that share ten files, 29%
peers sharing twenty files and 14% peers sharing forty files. This file distribution
remains consistent, though the actual number of peers sharing files in the system
changes. The relationship strengths for all peers are calculated after a set time and sorted
so that the list is updated. Thus a peer can use the most recently updated value of
relationship strength to pick peers to forward queries.
We experimented with different proportions of peers sharing files (i.e., interested) in the
category: 8%, 10%, 15%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 100% of the total number of peers
simulated in the system. In each of these cases, the remaining peers are considered to be
not interested in the category and thus they do not share files in that category. They just
facilitate the circulating of messages in the system.
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The number n of neighbour-peers to which a peer sends its requests is set to five (5).
Two sets of experiments were performed with different values of m, i.e., the number of
neighbours chosen from the friends list. In the first experiment n = 5, m = 4, i.e., a peer
has a neighbourhood of five out of which four peers are chosen from its friends list (the
top four with strongest relationship) and one peer is chosen randomly from the rest of
the peers in the system. This simulates a peer using 4 strong ties and 1 weak tie in its
search. In the other experiment n = 5, m = 3, i.e., a peer uses more weak ties (2) in its
search. The TTL (time to live) of the requests is 4 in both cases.
For the purpose of comparison, a baseline system with the same number of peers, all
interested in the same category, was implemented. The file distribution among peers
remains consistent with that described above. Here each peer at set-up picks five other
peers randomly and makes them its neighbours. The neighbourhood is fixed throughout
the length of the simulation, as in the standard Gnutella 0.4.

4.2.3 Static System
In the static system all the peers created at the start of the system are assumed to be
active during the entire simulation. The number of peers in the system does not change
during one simulation run but can be changed for different simulation runs. This
assumption makes the simulation less complex. Since we are interested to find the
performance at “snapshots” of time when queries are generated we can assume that the
system is static (i.e., no new peers or leaving peers).
The first set of experiments, in Table 4.1, finds the impact of the total number of peers
in the system on the average number of messages and hops.
Table 4.1: Details of the number of peers and files in the first set of experiments
With friends list

Without friends list

Figure Numbers

Num. of peers

Num. of files

Num. of peers

Num. of files

50

200

50

200

Fig. 5.1 and 5.2

100

200

100

200

Fig. 5.3 and 5.4
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The second set of experiments, in Table 4.2, investigates the impact on the performance
of the total number of files shared in the system. Here the system that sends queries to
peers from its friends list is compared with the system that does not have friends list.
Each set was repeated thrice and the average is used to get the final graphs.

Table 4.2: Details of the number of peers and files in the second set of experiments
With friends list

Without friends list

Figure Numbers

Num. of peers

Num. of files

Num. of peers

Num. of files

100

200

100

200

Fig. 5.3 and 5.4

100

100

100

100

Fig. 5.5 and 5.6

100

150

100

150

Fig. 5.7 and 5.8

4.2.4 Dynamic System
In the dynamic system two experiments were performed. In the first one files shared by
the peers follow a uniform distribution and also the queries follow a uniform
distribution.
In the second experiment, the files shared by the peers are Zipf distributed, which
implies that a few popular files are shared by a large number of peers and some less
popular files are shared by very few peers. Also the queries were generated according to
the Zipf distribution, which means that peers generate more queries for popular files and
fewer queries for files that are not very popular. Files are ranked from 1 to i in order of
popularity, 1 being the most popular file and so on. The Zipf law states, “the occurrence
of an event is inversely proportional to its rank” (Adamic et al. 2002). The distribution
that follows this law is the Zipf-distribution. Popular files are copied often and shared by
a lot of peers in a Gnutella system (Wang et al. 2004) (Schlosser et al. 2003).

According to Zipf’s-law, the probability of file P being queried or chosen to share is
given as:
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P(i) = 1/ ia

(4.1)

where i is the rank of that file and a an exponent. In our simulation we use a = 0.82
(Wang et al. 2004) (Tsoumakos et al. 2003) (Lv et al. 2002).
The modifications described in section 4.2.1 to the standard Gnutella protocol hold also
for the dynamic system. Also the system model as described in section 4.2.2 applies
here. The query routing and the strength of relationship of each peer is calculated and
updated periodically. The only differences from the static system are that peers can go
offline and then re-enter the system and that the files and queries follow particular
distributions (uniform and Zipf). The data used for the times a peer is online were
obtained from real usage data of the COMTELLA system (Vassileva, 2002) and is given
in Table 4.1 and 4.2. The times when a peer is online and goes offline are exponentially
distributed. The data, from which one calculates the frequency of logging in and the
time that the peer is online, are given in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. For calculating the
overall time a peer is online, we generate a random number and then find its upper and
lower bound from the graph.

Table 4.3: Data for the total percentage of time peers are online
Percentage interval of total

Number of peers in the

login time

interval

0-10

25

25

10-20

1

26

20-30

1

27

30-50

4

31

50-70

2

33

70-100

2

35

49

Cumulative total

Table 4.4: Data for the number of times (frequency) a peer logs in to the system
Frequency interval of

Number of peers in the

Cumulative total

number of login

interval

0-5

10

10

6-10

13

23

11-15

4

27

16-20

4

31

The exponential graphs obtained from this data given by Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 are used to
obtain the total time and frequency a peer is online at any time.
Total time online
40

Cumulative Number

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

% of time online

Figure 4.1: Graph obtained from the data for the total percentage of time peers
are online in the system.
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Cumulative Number
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5
0
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5

10
15
Number of logins

20
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Figure 4.2: Graph obtained from the data for the total number of time peers are
login into the system.

To obtain the actual time a peer is offline and online we assume that both times, i.e.,
online and offline, are exponential. The inverse-transform formula requires a uniformly
distributed random variable r, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
We use the inverse-transform formula (Law, et al. 2000):

t = - E ( x) ln(r )
Following from the above formula we calculate the time peer I is online at a single login
time as:
t = (-((ts * (dI 100)) / nI) * ln(c))

(4.2)

and the time the peer I is offline before logging in is:
t = (-((ts * (1 − (dI 100))) / nI) * ln(d ))
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(4.3)

where nI is the frequency a peer logs in, dI the percentage of time the peer is online, c
and d are random numbers between the interval [0-1] and ts is the total time of the
simulation.
We need the frequency, i.e., how many times a peer logs in, in a given time period and
the percentage of time it is online for the simulation. This is chosen randomly using the
empirical frequency and percentage of time online from the data obtained by
COMTELLA. The formulas used to calculate nI and dI are given below.
The data in Tables 4 and 5 were used to calculate dI and nI respectively. First we do a
table lookup and find the interval in the cumulative distribution where the uniform
random variable, uniformly distributed between 0 and the number of observations, fits
in. From the empirical distribution for uniform distribution formula (Law, et al., 2000),
we calculate the total time a peer I is online as:

dI = x1 + ((( x 2 − x1) /( y 2 − y1)) * (a − y1))

(4.4)

where dI is the time a peer is online overall, a is the uniform random value between 0
and the number of observations, x1 and x2 are the class limits for a, and y1 and y2 are
the cumulative totals corresponding to x1 and x2.
The number of times a peers logs into the system, nI, is also calculated in a similar way
as given in equation 6.
The number of files shared by peers is according to the Zipf-distribution, since in reality
many peers share few files and few peers share a lot of files. It has been noted that in
Gnutella relatively few peers, e.g., 20% share most of the files, e.g., 90% (Adar et al.
2000) (Saroiu et al. 2002). For this reason, we have, as mentioned above, set up peers
such that 57% of peers share 10 files, 29 % share 20 files and 14 % share 40 files. We
define the distribution similarly to the distribution in the static system. Good peers, i.e.,
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those peers that share the most and qualitatively good files, stay online about 45% of the
time or more (Wang et al. 2004) (Saroiu et al. 2002). This also has been taken note of
and modeled in the system. Thus, in the simulation peers that share 40 files are online at
least 50% or more of the time.
The reinforcement learning formula (2) to update the peer’s relationships strength used
here is from chapter 3. The value of α used is 0.1. This means peers give more weight to
current experiences than past experiences since the system is fairly dynamic. Both
experiments were repeated three times and the average of these runs was used to obtain
the final data and graphs.

4.2.5 Performance Measurement
We define performance of a given system as a measure consisting of: the average time
for a query to receive response (hit) (measured in hops) and the average number of
messages generated by a query. The average time is measured as the number of hops
and not the actual time in say, seconds. This is because there could be a delay in
processing the query and its responses due to long message queues at the peer in the
simulation environment. The time thus calculated in seconds or milliseconds is not
indicative of the actual time for the response to come back to the querying peer.
Therefore, the number of hops, which is not affected by delay times, is used to calculate
speed.
Since each query can get more than one hit, the average number of hops for each query
is calculated first and then the average number of hops for all queries is calculated.
Similarly, the number of messages for each query is summed up and then the average
number of messages for all queries is calculated.

4.3 Simulation
The simulation has been implemented in Java on JADE (JADE 2.61), a Multi-Agent
platform. There are other multi agent platforms that can be used, for example, FIPA-OS
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and the Agent Development Kit (ADK), but JADE was chosen because of its ease of
use. JADE is a FIPA-Compliant, multi agent platform specification using Java. The
communication between the agents in Jade is through ACL (Agent Communication
Language). JADE (Bellifemine et al., 1999) has the abstract notion of behaviours
associated with each action. Each agent in Jade is a thread and the actions of the agents
are executed linearly. When an agent receives an ACL message, the agent retrieving the
relevant section of the message interprets the message and carries out appropriate
methods or tasks according to the interpretation of the message. Besides behaviours,
JADE also has timer tasks defined for its platform. A timer task is used to implement the
firing of a query. A timer event is also used to update the friends lists periodically so
that the peers in the simulation use these updated friends lists to semantically forward
the queries.
The peers in the simulation are represented by Jade Agents. Peers were created in the
system, and these peers interacted among themselves by querying and responding. After
the set up, queries are fired at a fixed time interval. The main class in the simulation
chooses the peer, picked by a random generator that would initiate the query. The peer
then randomly generates a file number to query, with the constraint that it is not one of
its own resources. A peer can repeat queries since the peer does not replicate the file it
queried before. When a hit reply comes, the peer originating the query notes the number
of hops taken to get the result of that query. Also the number of messages circulating in
the system for each query in the system is tracked. These data are recorded in files.
The simulations runs were done on a MS Windows machine (Windows Server 2003
with intel pentium III Xeon 700 MHz) and on a Solaris machine. The total time for the
simulation includes:
1) an initial fixed time of 20 seconds for creating the peers and their resources
2) a variable time needed for the simulation to complete. The time to create a single
query is 20 seconds.
Since the percentages of peers in the category in each simulation differ, to obtain
comparable results, each peer on average is assumed to query files twenty (20) times.
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That means, for example, that if the percentage of peers interested in a category is 10%,
the total queries in the system would be 200 i.e., 10 * 20 A query is fired approximately
every 20 seconds in the system, so the time for the 200 queries is 4000 seconds, and the
total time for the simulation in this case is: 20 + 4000 = 4020 seconds. Thus the time
taken for the simulation varies according to the percentage of peers in the category as
the total number of queries differs in each simulation. Each set of experiment was
repeated three times and the average of these three runs were used to obtain the final
data and graphs.
In addition to the main questions asked in the beginning of this chapter (section 4.1)
related to the evaluation of the semantic routing approach, the simulation allows also the
investigation of the following interesting questions:
1) Does the total number of peers in the system influence the average number of
hops and average number of messages generated?
2) Does the different percentage of peers interested in a category affect the
performance of the system? If so, what percentage of peers interested in a
category does the proposed semantic routing approach improve the performance
most?
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CHAPTER 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 Results of the static system
Our goal here is to compare the systems: the system where peers send queries to friends
with the system where peers do not have friends. The TTL of the query is 4 and the total
number of neighbours that a peer forwards queries to is 5. In both systems, in the first
set, the number of active peers was 100 and they shared 200 files.
The graphs in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 show the data gathered from this experiment.
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Figure 5.1: Average hops vs. percentage of peers in category for 100 peers and 200
files
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In Fig. 5.1,
•

the straight line indicates the average number of hops in the baseline system
where peers do not maintain friends lists,

•

the lighter line with squares indicates the average number of hops in the systems
where the peers send queries to four peers from the friends list and one random
peer;

•

the darker line with diamonds indicates the average number of hops in the
systems where peers send queries to three peers from their friends list and to two
random ones.

From Figure 5.1, we see that when four neighbours are chosen from the friends list,
the average number of hops increases from 1.75 (when 8% of the peers in the system
are interested in the category) to 2.68 (when 100% of peers are interested in the
category). When three neighbours are chosen from the friends list, there is a slight
increase in the number of messages and the average number of hops increases from
1.80 (when 8% of the peers are in the category) to 2.83 (when 90% of the peers are
in the category). Therefore, a system where peers send queries to 4 friends performs
better (by 0.05 – 0.15 hops) than a system with 3 friends. With respect to hops the
system where peers send queries to friends performs better than the system where
peers do not have friends.
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Figure 5.2: Average messages vs. percentage of peers in category for 100 peers and
200 files

In Fig. 5.2, the straight line indicates the average number of messages generated when
no friends list is maintained, the lighter line with squares indicates the average number
of messages when four peers from the friends list are used and the darker line with
diamonds indicates the average number of messages when three peers from the friends
list are used. Figure 5.2 indicates that when four peers are from the friends list the
average number of messages decreases from 209.66 (when 8% of the peers are
interested in the category) to 175.01 (when 100% of the peers are interested in the
category), with a slight increase in between to 180.11 (when 90% of the peers are
interested). Similarly when three peers are from the friends list the average number of
messages decreases from 241.83 at 8% in category to 201.92 for 100% in category. The
system with 4 peers from the friends list performs better (32.17 - 26.91 messages
difference) than the system with 3 peers from the friends list.
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Additional graphs showing the percentage of benefits we obtain by using a friends list
are given in Appendix A. The standard deviation values, for the three runs done to
obtain the average number of messages, for all the static experiments are given in
Appendix B.
Our next goal is to investigate the influence of the number of peers. We compare here
systems with different size of peer community but the same number of shared files. So
in this system the number of peers active were 50 and the files shared were 200.
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Figure 5.3: Average hops vs. percentage of peers in category for 50 peers and 200
files

In Fig. 5.3 we see that when four neighbours are chosen from the friends list, the
average number of hops increases from 1.25 (when 8% of the peers in the system are
interested in the category) to 2.44 (when 100% of peers are interested in the category).
When three neighbours are chosen from the friends list, there is a slight increase in the
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average number of hops from 1.22 (when 8% of the peers are in the category) to 2.48
(when 100% of the peers are in the category).
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Figure 5.4: Average messages vs. percentage of peers in category for 50 peers and
200 files

In Fig. 5.4, it can be seen that when four peers from the friends list are used the average
number of messages varies from 169.01 (when 8% of the peers are interested in the
category) to 141.89 (when 100% of the peers are interested in the category), with a
slight increase in between to 142.48 (when 70% of the peers are interested). Similarly
when three peers from the friends list are used the average number of messages varies
from 165.62 at 8% in category to 153.52 for 100% in category, with a slight increase in
between to 157.25 for 70% in category.
When we compare the systems differing only in the number of peers, i.e., one system
with 50 peers and the other with 100 peers (results in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2) with the same
systems without friends list, we find that the hops follow a similar pattern. There is a
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benefit of about 40% to 50% when the percentage of peers interested in a category is
small. The greatest benefit with respect to speed in obtaining a response is when the
peers choose four neighbours from their friends lists. Similarly the average number of
messages circulating in the system is less when peers choose four neighbours from their
friends list. From these observations we can say that when the system uses a friends list
to send queries the traffic (i.e., the number of messages generated) is smaller and the
speed of responses is increased compared to the system without friends list.
Our next goal is to investigate the influence of the number of files in the system. The
next experiment compares the same type of systems with 100 active peers in the system
and different number of files shared by the peers. There are three data sets for this
experiment. The first data set in this experiment is explained in Fig 5.1 and Fig. 5.2
where the peers share 200 files. The second data set, used for Fig 5.5 and Fig 5.6, in
here is with 100 peers and share 100 files.
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Figure 5.5: Average hops vs. percentage of peers in category for 100 peers and 100
files
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In Fig. 5.5 we see that when four neighbours are chosen from the friends list, the
average number of hops increases from 1.58 (when 8% of the peers in the system are
interested in the category) to 2.50 (when 100% of peers are interested in the category).
When three neighbours are chosen from the friends list, there is a slight increase in the
average number of hops from 1.72 (when 8% of the peers are in the category) to 2.76
(when 100% of the peers are in the category).
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Figure 5.6: Average messages vs. percentage of peers in category for 100 peers and
100 files

In Fig. 5.6 we see that when four neighbours are chosen from the friends list the average
number of messages decreases from 189.93 (when 8% of the peers are interested in the
category) to 110.81 (when 100% of the peers are interested in the category). Similarly
when three neighbours are from the friends list the average number of messages
decreases from 227.40 at 8% in category to 139.51 for 100% in category.
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The third data set, used for Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8, in the second experiment is when the
peers shared 150 files.
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Figure 5.7: Average hops vs. percentage of peers in category for 100 peers and 150
files

In Fig. 5.7 we can see that when four neighbours are chosen from the friends list, the
average number of hops increases from 1.66 (when 8% of the peers in the system are
interested in the category) to 2.61 (when 100% of peers are interested in the category).
When three neighbours are chosen from the friends list, there is a slight increase in the
average number of hops from 1.70 (when 8% of the peers are in the category) to 2.81
(when 90% of the peers are in the category), followed by a slight decrease in the number
of hops to 2.79, when 100% of the peers are in the category.
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Figure 5.8: Average messages vs. percentage of peers in category for 100 peers and
150 files

In Fig. 5.8 it can be seen that when four neighbours are chosen from the friends list the
average number of messages decreases from 231.61 (when 8% of the peers are
interested in the category) to 148.92 (when 100% of the peers are interested in the
category). Similarly when three neighbours are from the friends list the average number
of messages decreases from 258.19 at 8% in category to 179.87 for 100% in category.
When we look at the three data sets differing only in the number of shared files i.e., 100
files shared, 150 files shared and 200 files shared, but 100 active peers in the system, we
find that in general using a friends list is beneficial. It is clear, that the percentage of
peers interested in a category does influence the performance. The greatest benefit of
our model with respect to speed in obtaining response from all these data sets is when
the percentage of the peers interested in a category is small, i.e., about 8-15% and when
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the peers choose four neighbours from their friends lists. In some cases when the
percentage of peers in a category is lower, for example from 8% to 30%, it is seen that
the number of messages circulating in the system when three peers are chosen from the
friends list is greater than the number of messages without a friends list. This is because
the random peers chosen keep finding more random peers thus querying most of the
peers in the system.
The reason for number of hops increasing as the percentage of peers in the category
increases is because as the growth of percentage of peers increases in the category, the
heterogeneity increases and ultimately with 100% it is the same as having no categories
at all. So we find that the number of hops in both the systems is similar. At this point the
friends list is not useful anymore, i.e., it does not bring any benefit to the system.
The decrease in number of messages as percentage of peers in the category increases can
be explained in the following way: When the percentage of peers in the category is
small, e.g., 8% peers are interested in the category, the queries fired by a peer obtain hits
at most in 2 hops. This is because in our system of 100 peers, 5 neighbours and TTL =
4, the friends lists of all the peers interested in the category will have typically the top
peers in their list. Thus, replies are obtained faster. Since only 8% of the peers are in the
category, the fifth random peer chosen will likely be outside the category and since
these peers do not have friends lists they send messages to random peers, which again
are more likely not to be in the category. Thus the probability that random peer will find
peers in the category is small. The messages will go on till the TTL of the query expires
or till the peer has already seen the query. Thus a lot of messages circulate in the system.
When the percentage of peers in a category increases, i.e., 90% of peers are interested in
the category, the random peer, chosen by each peer for forwarding the query would most
likely belong in this category, i.e., the probability that the random peer chooses peers
interested in the category is large, and will route the message using its friends list. Since
the likelihood of each peer to which a message is forwarded to select a random peer that
is outside the category is small, the query is propagated through peers that are in the
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category and are therefore more likely to have the file, generate a response and not
forward the message further. Alternatively, if they don’t have the file, it is more likely
that those peers have already seen the query and will not forward it further. Therefore
the number of messages is smaller.
From both the experiments, one in which the number of peers differs and the number of
files shared remains the same and the other in which the number of peers active in the
system remains constant but the number of shared files differs, we can conclude that
generally, our model is always beneficial over the standard Gnutella in terms of speed
and number of messages circulating in the system regardless of what percentage of peers
are interested in the category and how many neighbours are chosen from the friends list.
Also from both experiments we can see that the system in which peer sends queries to 4
friends performs better than the system in which a peer sends queries to 3 friends.
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5.2 Results of the dynamic system
We carried out two experiments: one where the file and query distribution is uniform,
and a more realistic one, where file and query distribution is Zipf.

Experiment with Uniform Distribution
For the first experiment of the dynamic system the distribution is uniform. Our goal is to
compare the uniform distribution system that maintains friends list to the system that
does not have friends list.
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Figure 5.9: Average hops vs. percentage of peers in category for the uniform
distribution dynamic system with 100 peers and 200 files

In Fig. 5.9 we can see that whether four neighbours are chosen or three neighbours are
chosen from the friends list, the average number of hops is less than in the systems when
no friends list is used. There is a slight benefit in the system when four neighbours are
chosen over three neighbours. But it can be seen that in both cases the average number
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of hops is less than the hops in the system that does not use a friends list to forward
queries.
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Figure 5.10: Average messages vs. percentage of peers in category for the uniform
distribution dynamic system with 100 peers and 200 files

In Fig. 5.10 we note that the system where four neighbours are chosen creates fewer
messages than the system where three neighbours are chosen from the friends list. But
we also see that the average number of messages in the system without friends is less
than in the system where peers send queries to peers from their friends list. It seems that
our model performs worse in terms of average messages in the system. However, this
conclusion is not correct and this behaviour can be explained as follows. In a dynamic
system, peers go offline. When the neighbourhood of a peer is fixed the queries are not
forwarded further if the neighbouring peers are offline. Thus, only few messages are
passed depending on which neighbour peers are still online and forwarding requests.
However, the overall success of queries is less when compared to the system using
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friends lists. This can be seen from the data about the success of queries in both systems,
presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Success of queries in the Uniform distribution system
% of peers

query success in %

query success in %

query success in %

in the

(where queries are

(where queries are

(where no friends

category

forwarded to 4 friend

forwarded to 3 friend

list is maintained)

peers and 1 random

peers and 2 random

peer)

peers)

8

47.81

39.13

10

50.59

53.12

15

70.58

75.01

30

88.57

90.93

50

97.12

97.14

70

99.58

99.49

90

99.10

99.63

100

99.83

99.66
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37.11

Experiments with Zipf-distribution
The following graphs show the results from the experiment were queries where fired
according to Zipf-distribution with 100 peers in the system and 200 shared files in total.
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Figure 5.11: Average hops vs. percentage of peers in category for the Zipfdistributed dynamic system with 100 peers and 200 files

Fig. 5.11 shows that whether four neighbours are chosen or three neighbours are chosen
from the friends list, the average number of hops is less than when no friends list is
used. The performance is better in the system when four neighbours are chosen from the
friends list.
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Figure 5.12: Average messages vs. percentage of peers in category for the Zipfdistributed dynamic system with 100 peers and 200 files

Regarding the number of messages, from Fig. 5.12, the system where four neighbours
are chosen from the friends list performs also better than the system where three
neighbours are chosen from the friends list. But we see that the number of messages in
the baseline system with no friends list is lower than in both systems with a friends list.
The explanation is similar to that in the case of uniformly distributed files/queries
dynamic system. The neighbourhood of a peer is fixed in the system with no friends list.
If some of the neighbouring peers go offline the queries are not forwarded further
through them. Thus, only few messages are passed depending on which peers are online.
While the performance in terms of number of messages of the baseline system is
superior, the overall success rate of queries in this system is far smaller compared to the
systems where the neighbouring peers are chosen from friends list. This can be seen
from the success of queries given below in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Success of queries in the Zipf-distribution system
% of peers

query success in %

query success in %

query success in %

in the

(where queries are

(where queries are

(where no friends

category

forwarded to 4 friend

forwarded to 3 friend

list is maintained)

peers and 1 random

peers and 2 random

peer)

peers)

8

53.68

58.24

10

65.71

64.88

15

77.70

76.42

30

85.91

85.86

50

90.70

92.47

70

95.36

94.30

90

97.06

96.37

100

96.61

97.51

46.01

Comparing the data from Tables 5.1, and 5.2, we find that the success rate for queries is
higher when Zipf-distribution is used as compared to the uniform-distribution.

5.3 Summary
A static system and a dynamic system were implemented and studied to find the impact
of our approach of friends list and compare the results with that of the standard Gnutella
system, i.e., without friends list.
In the static experiment all peers were active throughout the simulation. The objective
was to compare the impact on the system when the number of peers in the system is
changed and also to see the impact when the number of files in the system was changed.
In both cases the system where peers chose four friends from their lists to forward
queries performed better than the system where peers chose three friends in terms of
number of hops required to get responses and the number of messages circulating in the
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system. In general, the system with friends list performed better than the system where
the queries were forwarded without the use of friends list.
In the dynamic system peers can go offline and re-enter the system again. We compared
systems with different distributions for files and queries in the system: a uniform
distribution and a more realistic, Zipf-distribution. Here the system with Zipfdistribution performed better than the system with uniform-distribution in regards with
getting responses for queries. Also the rate of success for queries was higher when Zipfdistribution is used as compared to the uniform-distribution.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The aim of the thesis is to improve the performance of the Gnutella peer-to-peer
protocol (version 0.4) by introducing a semantic-social routing model. In the Gnutella
protocol peers broadcast messages to their neighbours when they search for files, i.e., a
querying peer sends the query to all of its neighbour peers, who in turn send the query to
all of their neighbour peers. This forwarding takes place until the query reaches a peer
that has a file matching the query or until a certain predefined maximal number of
forwards (hops) is reached. In this way each query is propagated to up to np peers, where
n is the number of neighbour peers and p is the maximum number of hops. This passing
of messages generates a lot of traffic in the network, which degrades the quality of
service.
To improve the quality of service in a Gnutella based peer-to-peer environment, we
proposed a model where peers increase their performance (speed of search) by using
social networks. We assume that there are a number of categories of interest. Each peer
in our model creates and updates a friends list from its past experience, for each
category of interest. Once peers generate their friends lists, they use these lists to
semantically route queries in the network. Search messages in a given category are
mainly sent to friends, i.e., peers who have been useful in the past in finding files in the
same category. This helps to reduce the search time and decreases the network traffic by
minimizing the number of messages circulating in the system as compared to standard
Gnutella 0.4.
The approach was evaluated in a simulated peer-to-peer environment using the JADE
multi-agent system platform. From the results obtained we can say that by learning other
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peers’ interests, building and exploiting their social networks to route queries
semantically, peers get more relevant resources faster. The performance of the Gnutella
0.4 system is improved.

6.1 Conclusions
Two types of static experiments were performed. In the first there are two systems in
which the number of peers differed but the number of files shared remained the same. In
both systems, the performance was better when peers used their friends lists to forward
queries. Moreover, the performance improved when peers had more friends in their
neighbourhood.
The other static experiment involved systems in which the number of peers in the
system remained constant but the number of files shared by the peers differed. Here, too,
the system where queries are forwarded to friends performed better than a system where
the queries were forwarded to random peers. Also in this experiment the system
performed better when the peers used more friends (e.g. four versus three) as their
neighbours to forward queries.
Two types of dynamic experiments were done. The first had a uniform distribution of
shared files among peers and for queries generated by peers. In the second, the Zipf
distribution was used. In both experiments it was found that the system where four
neighbours were chosen from the friends list performed better than when three
neighbours were chosen from the friends list. The system with Zipf distribution, which
depicts more realistic system, performed better than one with the uniform distribution.
While the number of messages generated was lower in a system without friends list, this
was at the expense of the success of queries. Systems with friends lists performed
significantly better in terms of success of queries.
A general pattern was found in both the static and dynamic system.
1) The number of hops increases with the increasing percentage of peers in a
category.
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2) The number of messages decreases with the increasing percentage of peers in a
category.
The number of hops increases with the increase of the percentage of peers in a category.
But there are fewer hops in the system where peers maintain friends lists versus in
standard Gnutella. This conclusion applies in general to systems with more than one
category of interest. Peers maintain separate friends lists for each category of interest
and are unaware of the possible overlaps in these lists (e.g. the same peer can occur in
two different friends lists for two different categories). Therefore the search in different
categories use different friends lists and different neighbourhoods and do not interfere
with each other. The messages related to any query in a system with many categories
circulate in the same way as when only one category of interest is present. Therefore,
the benefit obtained in decreased number of messages will be also seen in the systems
with more than one category of interest. Thus the performance of Gnutella-based
systems can be improved.
Thus, the friends list created here forms an abstract cluster of peers for a category. Once
a message reaches one of the peers interested in the category then subsequent messages
travel mostly to those peers that have interest in that category. This is similar to the
information travelling in social networks. The friends lists created by each peer are
based on its personal criteria and give the most benefit to that peer. Peers calculate the
strengths of relationships of peers in its list and forwards queries to those who are on top
of the lists since this helps in obtaining responses fast. We use a learning reinforcement
formula to calculate the strength of the relationship, and this helps in considering current
experiences against old experiences with other peers, depending on the value of α
chosen. Thus one can change the strength of relationship in a system such that the
friends list reflects a rapidly changing dynamic system or a slowly changing system. The
learning and discovery of new peers, through random peers, helps in finding files in the
interest category as either new peers enter the system with files or old peers acquire
files. Thus, messages forwarded through random peer(s) not only help in discovering
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other peers in the interest group, they also helps in the message not circulating in a set of
peers. Thus the approach of social network benefits our model.
The creation and maintenance of friends list can also be used in other types of systems
like super-peer networks. Here the super-peer can maintain friends lists based on the
interests of its leaf peers.

6.2 Future Work
The model can be studied further. Some of the future works are as follows:


One interesting issue is finding what value of α in the learning formula for the
strength of relationship makes the friends list the most useful, i.e., conservative
or explorative, in terms of speed and also in the number of messages. Thus
further experiments can be done to obtain the best value for α in the learning
formula for
the strength of relationship.



Another issue is to speed up the simulation run time and experiment on larger
systems, namely increasing the total number of peers.



The topology of the network can be changed, i.e., the number of neighbours to
which a peer sends a query, can be changed. In this topology we can find the
ideal number of friends among the neighbours that a query can be forwarded to
so that responses to query are faster and the number of messages circulating in
the network are reduced.



Further experiments can also be done such that peers send queries to a varying
number of peers from its friends list and not to a fixed number.



The current approach is designed for the standard Gnutella (version 0.4). It
would be interesting to see if this approach would be suitable also for the newer
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version of Gnutella, which uses super-peer networks [Gnutella 2.0] and see if the
friends list helps reduce the traffic and increase the speed in such a system. In
this case, it would be probably more appropriate for the friends list to be
maintained by the super-peer(s) rather than by all the peers.
Even though in the thesis the Gnutella 0.4 protocol was used, the proposed semantic
social routing approach can be extended to any version of the Gnutella protocol and
probably also to other P2P protocols. The model suggests that peers learn from
experience the interests of other peers and use this knowledge to search more
efficiently. If one substitutes the word “peers” with “users”, the same is shown to be
true on a highest level, in human society as shown by Milgram (1967). In fact our
approach addresses the application level on top of the P2P network protocol layer,
thus it can be applied to a wide class of decentralized applications of peer nature, for
example, web services and service oriented computing.
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Appendix A
Results
The appendix shows the benefits, in percentages, for the average number of hops and
average number of messages for the static system.
The graphs in Figs. A.1 and A.2 are when 100 peers are sharing 200 files.
Benefits are calculated as follows:
benefit (for hops) =
average number of hops (when friends list is maintained)

* 100

average number of hops (when friends list is not maintained)
benefit (for messages) =
average number of messages (when friends list is maintained)

* 100

average number of messages (when friends list is not maintained)
Fig. A.1 shows the benefits with respect to hops, in percentage, gained by the system
where peers send queries to friends as compared to the system where peers have no
friends.
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Figure A.1: Benefit with respect to hops in percentage for 100 peers and 200 files

From Fig. A.1 it can be seen that when four peers are chosen from the friends list,
illustrated by the lighter line with square, we get a benefit in the average number of hops
ranging from 43.25% to 12.97% as the percentage of peers in the category increases
from 8% to 100%. Similar benefit is noted when three peers are chosen from the friends
list, illustrated by the darker line with diamonds. Here the benefit ranges from 41.62% to
8.12% as the percentage of peers in the category increases from 8% to 100%.
Fig. A.2 shows the benefits with respect to messages, in percentage, gained by the
system where peers send queries to friends as compared to the system where peers have
no friends.
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Figure A.2: Benefits with respect to number of messages in percentage for 100
peers and 200 files

From Fig. A.2, we see that the benefit in decrease of average number of messages is
between 17.16% and 30.85% when four neighbours are chosen from the friends list
(lighter line) and the benefit when three neighbours are from the friends list (darker line)
the benefit varies from 4.44% to 20.21% as the percentage of peers interested in the
category increases from 8% to 100%. The success of queries for this combination is
given in Tables A.1 and A.2. Similar trend is exhibited fro success of queries in all
combinations of experimented in the static system, namely, 100 peers sharing 100 files,
and 150 files and also for the combination where 50 peers share 200 files.
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100

Table A.1: Success of queries for 100 peers and 200 files when three and four
neighbours from friends list are used to forward queries
% of peers in the

query success in %

query success in %

category

(for three from friends list)

(for four from friends list)

8

47.24

47.24

10

54.77

58.76

15

71.79

68.43

30

90.48

92.19

50

96.50

97.08

70

99.36

98.81

90

100.00

99.37

100

100.00

99.90

Table A.2: Success of queries for 100 peers and 200 files when no friends list is used
to forward queries
% of peers in the category

query success in %

100

100
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The graphs in Fig. A.3 and A.4 show the benefit in percentage for 50 peers sharing 200
files.
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Figure A.3: Benefits with respect to hops in percentage for 50 peers and 200 files in
static system

In Fig. A.3 we see a benefit in the average number of hops ranging from 52.83% to
8.00% as the percentage of peers in the category increases from 8% to 100%. Similarly
when three peers are chosen from the friends list the benefit ranges from 54.09% to
6.31% as the percentage of peers in the category increases from 8%.
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Figure A.4: Benefits with respect to messages in percentage for 50 peers and 200
files in static system

From Fig. A.4, we see that for 8% peers in category the performance of the standard
Gnutella like system is better than our friends list model. But after that the benefit
increases in decrease of average number of messages between 7% to14% when four
neighbours are chosen from the friends list (lighter line) and the benefit when three
neighbours are from the friends list (darker line) the benefit varies from 2% to 7% as the
percentage of peers interested in the category increases from 8% to 100%.
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The graphs in Fig. A.5 and A.6 show the benefit in percentage for 100 peers sharing 100
files.
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Figure A.5: Benefits with respect to hops in percentage for 100 peers and 100 files
in static system

From the Fig. A.5 it can be seen that when four peers are chosen from the friends list we
get a benefit in the average number of hops ranging from 50% to 18% as the percentage
of peers in the category increases. Similar benefit is noted when three peers are chosen
from the friends list ranging from 45% to 10% as the percentage of peers in the category
increases.
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Figure A.6: Benefits with respect to messages in percentage for 100 peers and 100
files in static system

From Fig. A.6, we see that for 8% to 30% peers in category the performance of the
standard Gnutella like system is better than our friends list model when three neighbours
are chosen from the friends list. But the benefit in the decrease of average number of
messages increases from 2% to 42% when four neighbours are chosen from the friends
list (lighter line) and the benefit when three neighbours are from the friends list (darker
line) the benefit varies from 2% to 28% as the percentage of peers interested in the
category increases from 50% to 100%.
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The graphs in Fig. A.7 and A.8 show the benefit in percentage for 100 peers sharing 150
files.
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Figure A.7: Benefits with respect to hops in percentage for 100 peers and 150 files
in static system

From the Fig. A.7 it can be seen that when four peers are chosen from the friends list we
get a benefit in the average number of hops ranging from 46% to 15% as the percentage
of peers in the category increases. Similar benefit is noted when three peers are chosen
from the friends list ranging from 45% to 9% as the percentage of peers in the category
increases.
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Figure A.8: Benefits with respect to messages in percentage for 100 peers and 150
files in static system

From Fig. A.8, we see that for 8% to 15% peers in category, the performance of the
standard Gnutella like system is better than our friends list model when three neighbours
are chosen from the friends list. The benefit in the decrease of average number of
messages increases from 1% to 38% when four neighbours are chosen from the friends
list (lighter line) and the benefit when three neighbours are from the friends list (darker
line) the benefit varies from 1% to 23% as the percentage of peers interested in the
category increases from 30% to 100%.
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Appendix B
The following tables B.1, B.2, B.3 and B.4 show the values of the standard deviation
from the three runs for the number of messages in the system, in the different
experiments done in the static system.

Table B.1: Standard deviation for the number of messages when there are 100
active peers and 200 files in the system
% of peers in

Standard Deviation

Standard Deviation

category

when three peers

when four peers

from the

from the

friends list is chosen

friends list is chosen

8

2.419

6.796

10

3.871

4.729

15

1.578

3.416

30

3.022

2.760

50

0.453

4.709

70

1.665

2.150

90

3.365

2.350

100

8.607

3.184
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Table B.2: Standard deviation for the number of messages when there are 50 active
peers and 200 files in the system
% of peers in

Standard Deviation

Standard Deviation

category

when three peers

when four peers

from the

from the

friends list is chosen

friends list is chosen

8

5.828

4.643

10

6.142

7.516

15

3.988

1.549

30

3.030

4.266

50

2.279

1.082

70

2.106

1.299

90

1.568

3.047

100

0.207

4.204

Table B.3: Standard deviation for the number of messages when there are 100
active peers and 100 files in the system
% of peers in

Standard Deviation

Standard Deviation

category

when three peers

when four peers

from the

from the

friends list is chosen

friends list is chosen

8

2.419

6.796

10

3.871

4.729

15

1.578

3.416

30

3.022

2.760

50

0.453

4.709

70

1.665

2.150

90

3.365

2.350

100

8.607

3.184
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Table B.4: Standard deviation for the number of messages when there are 100
active peers and 150 files in the system
% of peers in

Standard Deviation

Standard Deviation

category

when three peers

when four peers

from the

from the

friends list is chosen

friends list is chosen

8

25.079

10.274

10

19.177

14.384

15

16.257

13.488

30

13.732

9.502

50

7.976

4.744

70

7.032

3.870

90

1.236

6.024

100

3.284

4.244
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